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The purpose

01'

this study is to examine indoctrination

in Oregon public schools during the period from 1947 to 1975 .
More specifically, it seeks to define and analyze the assumed
changeable ana dynamic aspect 01' indoctrination.

The major

hypothesis to be tested is that indoctrination has declined
in strength during the test period.
After consideration of definitional, etymological,
philosophical, and historical evidence, the term "indoctrination" was operationally defined as

11

a system of' aims

established by an authority for the purpose of guiding and
channelling the ideological development of the individual".
Indoctrination, so conceptualized, means concentration on
the intentions of indoctrination, rather than actual results.
The focus is upon what results are sought by authorities.
This strongly suggests the nature of the data that was

chosen.

The data utilized consisted of instructional aims

published by the Oregon State Roard of Education.

Consistent

with the operational definition of indoctrination, the State
Board is the aim-making authority.
The data was obtained from a series 01· instructional
guides published by the Oregon Department of Education.
'I'hese guides contained instructional aims as approved by the
State Board.

Years chosen for analysis were 1947, 1955,

1966, and 1975.

Except for 1947, the universe of general

instruction aims and the social studies aims were selected
for study.

The 1947 guide had no general aims listed.

Con-

sequently, only social studies aims were utilized for analysis.
Four judges rated all selected aims on a least-to-most
Q-sort scale, using the variable indoctrination.
correlation revealed a .993 judge agreement.

A composite

The results of

the study indicate that there was no significant difference
at the .05 level among the years that were tested, except for

1955 which showed a significantly higher degree of indoctrination.

As a consequence, the declining indoctrination hypo-

thesis was rejected.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Dynamic Nature of Indoctrination
Schools in America are political institutions; they are
subject to many of the same pressures and, to some degree,
greater amounts of pressure than other institutions supported
by the public.

This seems to suggest indoctrination may have

a dynamic rather than a static or stable nature.

For example,

schools may be more or less indoctrinative depending on the
general political climate.

"The school is under constant

pressure from the conununity it serves; in some periods the
pressure is more intense than in others, but it never really
dies down. 111

A recent demonstration of this point was the

phenomenon of "McCarthyism••.

Teachers were fired and text-

books rewritten for not expressing the

11

pI?oper" view.

"During

the Joseph McCarthy era, mere accusation of 'red influence'
was sufficient to frighten many school officials into firing
teachers or removing books from school libraries. 112
It is suggested that this dynamic nature of indoctrination can, in addition, be illustrated in Oregon Public Schools.
During and in the aftermath of McCarthyism, schools probably
exhibited more indoctrination than today.

Such indoctrination

was especially prevalent in the social studies programs of the

2

public schools.

"'l'o mold good Americans" stated the Oregon

Department of Education in 1955, "this then is the highest goal
of American social studies instruction."3

In the same publica-

tion, Rex Putnam, took a similar view regarding the goal of
social studies instruction in the public school:
The first and foremost task of high school social
studies teachers is to imbue their students with a
deep and sincere love of their country • • • The
prime objective is to develop concepts of loyalty,
patriotism, moral and spiritual values, and the
privileges and responsibilities of good citizenship.4
The purpose of this study is to assess the dynamic nature of indoctrination in the public schools of Oregon.
Specifically, the hypothesis to be tested is that the public
schools system in Oregon has become less indoctrinative during
the test period which extends from 1947 to 1975.

It is believed

that Oregon schools have, in the past, and at least implicitly,
tended to promote the development of "closed minds''.

The over-

all intent, whether conscious or not, was to fix certain normative beliefs and produce individuals with an ideology that
was considered "desirable" by those in authority.

Consider,

for example, the following statement made by the school authorities in 1955 regarding the purpose of social studies instruction:
The first task of social studies teachers is to
imbue students with a deep and sincere love of their
country and to emphasize the sanctity of the individual as a part of the philosophy of a free people
in contrast to the untenable concept of' an omnipotent state controlling the lives of individuals. The
social studies program is designed to constantly impress students with the ideas and principles under-
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lying our government as expressed in the Constitution,
laws, institutions and customs of the people of the
United States of America. As important as are the
other phases of the social studies, the development
of concepts of loyalty, patriotism, moral and spiritual values, privileges and responsibilities of
good citizenship as well as an understanding and appreciation of individual enterprise as a keystone
of our economic structure is basic and imperative.
In addition to the developm61t of citizens who are
enthusiastic concerning the American way of life and
our form of gov&rnment, social studies objectives include the development 01' educated persons who are personally effective, who enjoy satisfactory social relationships and who are economically competent. To
this end, social studies teachers accept a leadership
role in working with other staff members of the school.
They strive especially to give all students as complete an understanding, appreciation, and true faith
in the American way of life as they are capable of,
together with the character and tools essential to
live in it.5
Such intentions as "to imbue students with a deep and sincere
love of their country", "development of the concepts of loyalty, patriotism, moral and spiritual values", and "to give all
students as complete an understanding, appreciation, and
true faith in the American way of life" are all examples of
an attempt to substantively affect the development of each
individual's ideology.

The result of exposure to the school

system was a tendency to create students with fixed ideologies and closed belief systems with regard to such attitudes
values, and beliefs.
Consider, now, the following statement made by the same
authority in 1975 regarding the purpose of social studies
instruction:
Social studies education is concerned with enhancement or human dignity through learning and commitment
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to rational processes as principal means of attaining
that end. Although this dual purpose is shared with
other curricular areas, it clearly directs the particular purposes and the guidelines for social studies
education.
Human dignity means equal access to the rights and
responsibilities associated with membership in a culture • • • The idea of human dignity is dynamic and
complex, and its definition likely to vary according
to time and place. The essential meaning, however,
remains unchanged; each person should have opportunity to know, to cr10ose, and to act.
Rational processes refer to any systematic intellectual efforts to generate, validate, or apply knowledge. They subsume both the logical and empirical
modes of knowing as well as strategies for evaluating
and decision-making. Rationality denotes a critical
and questioning approach to knowledge but also implies
a need for discovering, proposing, and creating; the
rational individual doubts but also believes. The
ultimate power of rational process resides in the explicit recognition 01· each person 1 s opportunity to decide for himself/herself in accord with the evidence
available, the values he/she chooses, and the rules
of logic. Therein lies the link between human dignity and the rational process.6
This statement 01' purpose seems much closer to promoting an
"open mind" than does the statement of twenty years before.
The intention was still to produce an individual with an
ideology that is considered "desirable" by the aim-making
authority.

However, the emphasis is on promoting a general

rationality rather than a host of specific substantive attitudes, values, and beliefs.

The impression is that the in-

dividual will decide on such specifics for himself.

As a

result, it is assumed that the individual's set of beliefs
will be relatively free to grow in an independent fashion
rather than be restricted and channelled by an authority.
On the basis of these two statements of purpose, the hypothesis that the public school system in Oregon has become less

5
indoctrinative seems tenable at the least.
Political Philosophy

~

Indoctrination

• • • the full sum of me • • •
Is an unlesson'd girl,
unschool'd, unpractised,
Happy in this, she
is not yet so old
But she may learn:
happier than this,
She is not bred so dull
but she can learn;
Happiest of all, is that her
gentle spirit
Commits itself to yours
to be directed.
--Portia addresses her future
husband in Shakespeare's
Merchant of Venice
~

Political behavior is determined to some degree by
ideology, i.e., what men believe and value.

If this is true,

then the public schools provide, perhaps, the state with the
greatest opportunity for the manipulation of these governors
of behaviors.

This fact has not escaped the notice of poli-

tical and social philosophers, theorists and critics.

The

idea of manipulating members of society by way of indoctrination in the formal school system is certainly not new or novel.
In the case of political philosophy, it dates back to ancient
times.
Plato was perhaps the first to recognize the value of
indoctrination to transform children into "good citizens" in
his conception of the ideal state.

In the Republic, Plato

devised an extensive state-operated instructional program.
He conceived political stability as a concomitant of the
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proper indoctrination of the citizen.

Citizens must be

taught their proper societal roles to eliminate any possibility that would disturb the tranquillity and stability of the
ideal state.

The collective, in short, took priority over

the individual.

In addition, Plato was not above authoritar-

ian methods to implement his program.

He called for the sep-

aration of parent and child to speed the transition to his
ideal state:
All above ten years of age in the city • • • must be
sent out into the country; and all the children among
them must be taken charge of and kept outside their
present surroundings and the ways of life led by
their parents; and the reformers must bring them up
in their own ways and customs, which are such as we
have described already. Thus most easily and most
quickly, don't you agree, the city and constitution
we described will be established • • • 7
In the Far East, another ancient scholar emphasized the
need for indoctrination of the people.

Confucius, like Plato,

recognized the link between "training better citizens" and
securing the stability of particular political regimes.
Fo r c;e and coercion had no place in Confucius' conception of
political control, however.

In contrast to Plato, Confucius

believed in the eminence of the family as a transfer device.
Where Plato believed in the centrality of formal schooling
to secure stability, Confucius understood the process to be
centered on the family.

The family would inculcate certain

general values (e.g., respect for authority) that would
later be transferred to the state.
In the words of Confucius:
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Where
There
Where
There
Where
There
Where
There

there is righteousness in the heart,
will be beauty in the character,
there is beauty in the character,
will be harmony in the home,
there is harmony in the home,
will be order in the nation,
there is order in the natio~,
will be peace in the world.

In more recent history of political thinking, Sir
Thomas More was a believer in the value of indoctrinating
people with the "proper values''• In his satire on Sixteenth
Century England, Utopia, More stressed the great importance
of teaching "good opinions'' to the young for the expressed
purpose of maintenance and stability of the state.

Accord-

ingly, in his conception, teachers in Utopia
• • • use very great endeavor and diligence to put
into the heads of their children while they yet be
tender and pliant, good opinions and profitable
for the conservation of their weal public. Which
when they be once rooted in children do remain with
them all their life after, and be wondrous profitable for the defense and maintence of the state of
the commonwealth, which never decayeth but through
vices rising of evil opinions.9
Probably the most controversial author to deal with
childhood indoctrination was Jean-Jacques Rousseau.

On the

one hand he has been credited for being very strongly opposed to any type of indoctrination:
Rousseau, for instance, protested vociferously
against treating children as little mannikins, as
material to be poured into an adult mold. A child,
he argued, should be treated with respect as a person.10
In contrast, Jean Jacques Rousseau has also been credited
with emphasizing the necessity to indoctrinate and train
citizens into conformity.

He has been accused of contin-

8
ually expressing his conviction that the basis for social
life resides in the instruction of the young, and zealously
promoting citizen training.

"Rousseau stands out as one of

the most enthusiastic advocates of childhood political indoctrination.1111
The reason for these conflicting views of Rousseau
with regard to indoctrination is simply that during his lifetime he underwent a metamorphosis.

In Emile, one of his

earlier books, he advocated individual, domestic instruction.
The child would be free to explore the world on his own inclination with a tutor to help but not direct in this endeavor.

This instruction was viewed by Rousseau as irrecon-

cilable with indoctrinating for citizenship:
• • • we must choose between making a man or making
a citizen. We cannot make both. There is an inevitable conflict of aims, from which come two opp osing forms of education: the one communal and public, the other individual and domestic.12
However, Rousseau d'id in the end finally reconcile the
individual/collective dichotomy.

Emile, the personified

image of Rousseau's thoughts, finally ends up after his
isolation from communal influence as a country gentleman in
full membership of the community he serves.
Eleven years after the publication of :Elnile, Rousseau's
metamorphosis was complete.
hood indoctrination.
~'

He was an advocate of child-

In a book titled The Government

£!.. .E£-

Rousseau strongly urges the adop tion of a national

instructional program to fashion the minds of young Poles:

9

• • • it is education that you must count on to
shape the souls in a national pattern and so to
direct their opinions, their likes, and dislikes
that they shall be patriotic by inclination, passionately of necessity.13
In addition, Rousseau paradoxically and perhaps sarcastically
equates national education, freedom and servitude:
Truly national education belongs exclusively to
men who are free; they and they only enjoy a common existence; they and they only are genuinely
bound together by laws. Your Frenchman • • •
Englishman • • • and your Russian are all pretty
much the same man; and that man emerges from
school already shaped for license, which is to
say for servitude. When the Pole reaches the age
of twenty, he must be a Pole, not some other kind
of man.14
Indoctrination in Modern Nations
As with political theory and philosophy, indoctrination for actual political purposes has certainly not been
only a product of modern nation-states.

Although such is

the usual conception, indoctrination is a common practice
even in the most simple societies.

Simple societies rely

less on formal institutions such as the school, however.
A low degree of social change provides for a stable transfer
of the traditional ideology.

Generally the family is consi-

dered the most important device for inculcating the ideas
considered to be proper.

In contrast, modern states proba-

bly rely more heavily on formal school systems to inculca t e
t h e "r r op er" belief system.
National Socialist Germany, 1933 - 1945
'I'here can be little doubt of the intentions of the
National Socialist Party in Germany during the period between
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1933 and 1945 .

The Nazi regime intended to and successfully

did indoctrinate a generation of German youth.
expressed confidence in the power of the
as a method of maintaining power.

11

Adolf Hitler

right instruction"

According to Hitler, the

"reeducation" of the German people was the key factor for a
successful revolution.

In a speech at Paderborn, Germany,

in 1933, the new German Chancellor discussed his method for
assuring the success of the just completed National Socialist revolution:
The new state will be a product of phantasy if it
does not create new people. For nearly two and a
half thousand years virtually all revolutions have
failed because their leaders have not realized the
essential factor in making a revolution is not the
assumption of power but the education of the people.15
Preventing the National Socialist's revolution from
r~iling

to.

was not the only purpose that Hitler put this method

The "education of the people" method was utilized to

prepare the German population for World War II:
Hitler believed that in his own ideology he possessed
the right principles for building a powerful Germany
that would resume the battle for German supremacy.
Before this war could be won abroad, it first had to
be won at home by the destruction of liberalism,
socialism, and communism as well as the implementation of a common ideology that would make the people
immune to foreign propaganda and ready to fig~6 with
unmatched determination for race superiority.
The National Socialists, after assuming power in Germany in January 1933, "set out to create new people who
would be thoroughly indoctrinated in the Nazi ideology. 111 7
They conceived of education as a continual process taking
place on all levels of experience.

However, they recognized

11

the difficulty inherent in the social ization of the older
members of society, and thus concentrated on the young children.

The Third Reich expressed great confidence in the power

of indoctrinating German youth.
Revolutions sometimes demand the creation of new institutions, and this was the case after the National Socialists assumed power in Germany in 1933.

The Hitler Youth was

probably the most important of these new institutions.

Its

purpose was to teach the German youth the functions of the
state and, by ethical, physical and political training, prepare the young for proper participation in the German State.
Those students who did not belong to the Hitler Youth received at minimum two periods of National Socialist political instruction per week.

By 1936, all students were com-

pelled to join the Hitler Youth.
Although new institutions such as the Hitler Youth
made a substantial contribution to the thorough indoctrination of the German young in the National Socialist concept
of the state, their creative ideas "never came as close to
replacing the traditional school as an important molder of
the mind as some of them liked to believe. 1118

Political

education, as before the Nazi takeover, for the most part
remained in the realm of the regular school system.

For the

younger children in the six to ten age group, the school
maintained the major responsibility.

However, it did share

responsibility with the Hitler Youth for older children.
The overall objective or aim of the National Socialist
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system of instruction was to indoctrinate the German children with the National Socialist Weltanschauung.

Although

difficult to translate into English, this term has a meaning
similar to "standard of values", "philosophy of life", or
"attitudes towards things".

However, the National Socialist

usage had a mystical connotation.

English translations do

not convey the subtler meaning of the term.

Weltanschauung

was a feeling and a faith more than anything else.

It bor-

dered on a religion.
According to German Minister of the Interior, Wilhelm
F'rick, the objective or aim of the German schools in 1933 was
11

to educate the political man, who, in all thoughts and deal-

ings, is rooted, serving and self-sacrificing, in his people,
and who is united at heart and inseparable with the history
and the fate of his country. 111 9

Kneller, in a pre-World War

II study of the educational philosophy of National Socialism,
arrived at much the same conclusion:
National Socialism does not hesitate to admit that
youth begins to be indoctrinated with its principles at the tender age of six, the purpose being to
effect "a single system of the training o~ youth in
the service of a single political will 11 .2
11here appears to be substantial evidence that the National Socialists did in fact indoctrinate the German youth.
But what about contemporary nations; do they indoctrinate?
According to American educator and philosopher Frederick
Gruber, there exisis:
• • • a contest for the minds of men. The conflict
of ideologies between the communist and the free
world is now being waged in the classrooms of the

c.
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world, for education is one of the most powerful
weapons devised by men to confound their enemies
and to perpetuate their way of life.21
Whether this "education" Gruber refers to is indoctrination
is a difficult question to answer.

However, Jonathan Kozol

is more explicit in his critical indictment of both the U.S.
and the

u.s.s.R.:

The first goal and primary junction of the U.S. public school is not to educate good people, but good
citizens. It is the function which we call--in enemy nations--"state indoctrination". In speaking of
the u.s.s.R., for example, we feel little hesitation
to apply this term. In the U.S., in the double talk
of the schools of education, we employ more elegant
expressions like "the socialization function".22
U.S.3.R.
Like the National Socialist in Germany, the Soviet
Union has assigned much importance to the proper instruction
of its young citizens.

One author states that "· •• the

very great importance that •teaching Communism' as a prerequisite to the survival of the regime, has been 1'ul~y honored in Soviet practice. 112 3 Although contending the emphasis
in the present era is on military power, Taborsky, an anticommunist critic, notes that at least the ultimate success
of communism will be realized only with the development of
the proper consciousness and ideology:
• • • the fate of Communism depends in the long run
upon the result of the endeavor to create a new type
of a "Socialist Man 11 --a man who would genuinely believe that Communism gives him a better deal than
"capitalism", materially as well as politically and
socially, collectively as well as individually; a
man who, if given true freedom to choose, would reach
for Communism rather than Western democracy and who
would turn out to be so altruistic and self-sacri-
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ficing that he would fit into the promised utopia
supposedly awaiting him at the end of the lengthy
transition from socialism to Communism • • • Should
such a progeny be successfully developed and reproduced in mass, the victory of Communism is assured.
Should the endeavor fail, the ultimate defeat of
Communism is inevitable • • • 24
Taborsky's anti-communist bias does not appear to color
his judgment.

In fact, a pro-communist pedagogist seems to

confirm the Soviet intention to create this new "Socialist
Man". With a totally Communist perspective, P.V. Zimin states:
Children and young people are brought up to love their
socialist motherland, to be proud of its achievements,
of the heroic deeds of the Soviet people, led by the
Communist party and the Soviet Government. At the
same time, children are taught to be internationalist,
in conformity with the principles of Marxism-Leninism
• • • Soviet teachers base their work on a respect for
science and a deep understanding of its role in preparing the younger generation for life, in forming a
Communist outlook.25
&nphasizing the importance assigned to creating the
"proper" ideology attached by the Soviet Government is the
huge financing made available to the school system.

Most

aspects of the curriculum involve some referrent to the
"proper" ideology.

The Soviet school is credited with being

very influential in changing and creating beliefs, attitudes
and ideologies:
• • • one can only be astonished at the enormous
amounts of money and effort the communists vest in
this activity. Education, from kindergarten up, is
shot through with ideology until in the last two
years about one-half of the program is direct indoctrination • • • Literature, poetry, theater, film,
painting, sculpture, all serve ideological purposes
• • • The regime must be called, above all, an ideocracy, the forceful and t~~al imposition of an idea
system on a whole people.

15
Again, like the German National Socialist, the Soviet
leaders created new institutions for instructional purposes
after assuming power in 1917.

Party youth organizations were

established to both train future elites and instill loyality
to the new power structure.

The Young Pioneers, Little Octo-

brists, and the Communist Youth League provide an excellent
opportunity for a full program of instruction beyond the
formal school system.

Two Soviet pedagogista, G.V. Berezina

and A.I. Foteyeva, emphasize the role played by the Young
Pioneer and the YoUil,g Communist League:
The Young Pioneer organization and the YCL both
play a tremendous role in instilling in a child a
sense of civic responsibility, collectivism, the
high moral principles of a Soviet citizen and the
ability to work for the common good.27
Like the Hitler Youth, then, the purpose of youth groups in
the Soviet Union seems to be to indoctrinate the future citizens with select moral, ethical, and political principles.
In contrast to the National Socialists, the Soviet regime did not attempt to appeal to nationalism and national
traditions.

''until the mid-1930 1 s the Soviet regime tended

to justify itself by reference to its revolutionary aspirations for the future • • • 1128

The rise of Hitler and National

Socialism resulted in a new emphasis by Soviet leaders on nationalism.

Patriotism was restored as a method of rallying

the Soviet citizens.

However, the consequences of emphasizing

nationalism were not to go unnoticed in the schools:
Soviet schools during this period ceased to be a
medium trying to provide an ideal environment in
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which the adolescent personality could blossom in
a free self-governing community. Instead they became institutions designed to turn out loyal and
productive Soviet citizens.29
For the purpose of practical ends, Soviet citizens are
instructed in the use of the scientific method.

They are en-

couraged to think critically, but only in non-ideological
areas.

The aim or the Soviet regime is to develop citizens

with a socialist political ideology.

This is probably of

greater importance than the cannons of science.

However,

Soviet pedagogists contend that there is no conflict between
developing the socialist political ideology and employing the
scientific method.

Science and socialism are conceptualized

as concomitant phenomena:
Soviet schoolchildren receive scientific information
in all school subjects. This provides them with a
Marxist-Leninist, materialistic outlook, making it
possible for them to correctly understand current
political, economic and cultural problems, to observe
the growing strength of the socialist forces and
the inevitability of the victory of communism as the
most just of all social systems.30
In the Soviet Union, all students must study the social
sciences which contain a high indoctrination content.

Re-

quired courses include the history of the CPSU, scientific
communism, dialectical and historical materialism, and sometimes political economy.

Soviet author M.N. Kolmakova writes

that such courses help to "• •• instill a feeling of civic
res ponsibility and patriotism in the youth, to arouse their
interest in major political developments, both on a national
1
and international scale. 11 3
Intentions similar to those of the Soviet Union have
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also been expressed by communist nations in Eastern Europe.
'rhe aim of the formal school sys tern is to form the "proper"
Marxist-Leninist perspective.

According to a Bulgarian hand-

book for kindergarten teachers, "the education and formulation of the new man • • • must start in kindergarten. 11 32 It
is at this very young age that the teacher must "create a
foundation for political education and a Marxist-Leninist attitude towards the world. 11 33

Utilizing a variety of techniques,

the young citizens are lectured on "collectivist habits according to principles of socialist morality. 11 34

Accordingly, as

one source reports from North Korea, there is little hope that
such ideologies will not prevail:
One should not • • • underestimate the power o1'
indoctrination in a setting in which the lack 01· any
perceived alternatives to conformity is matched by
the constant reminder that active conformity will pay
off in both psychic and material rewards. When the
agents, means, and substantive contents of socialization are subject to the ubiquitous control and
surveillance • • • what hope is there of bringing up
children who would challenge conventional wisdom and
rebel against the status quo?35
That the aim of formal instruction in the Soviet Union
has a strong indoctrinative aspect is hard to deny.
the authors reviewed seem to support this conclusion.

Most of
There

is a political purpose to instruction, and this purpose is
determined by those in positions of authority:
The deliberate and unconcealed political purpose
that the entire educational and state-run child care
systems are made to serve show the faith the Soviets
maintain in the possibil ity or manipulating minds
while they are yet young. The formal school system
is dir ected L0 advance the purpose 01' those in
authority.36
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U.S.A.

Does th e United States differ significantly from either
the National Socialist or the Soviet Union regarding indoctrination in the public schools?

Critics of the American school

system such as Jonathan Kozel argue that it does not; the
primary purpose of instruction in the United States is to
produce "good" citizens.

Kozel contends that Americans call

this indoctrination in communist nations, but education when
it occurs in the U.S.

In the United States, such confusion

in terminology is utilized for maximum control.

Indoctrina-

tion, Kozel states, must be subtle:
• • • indoctrination, in a nation dedicated to the
idea of free conscience, must be far more subtle than
in nations that are openly totalitarian. In a social
order such as ours • • • people need to think thems elves unmanaged, independent, free, if they are to
be controlled with maximum success. 37
Not unlike Kozol, Dean Jaros believes that the public
schools in the United States indoctrinate.

However, he em-

phasizes the anti-communist role that the schools play:
Political indoctrination • • • is also to be found
in more democratic nations. Civic education programs
in the United States are cases in point. Public educators attract both praise and blame for their efforts to socialize the young both affectively and cognitively. New programs designed to buttress the
young against the influences of Communism • • • serve
to highlight the educator's political role and to emphasize the prevalent belief that direct indoctrination during childhood has important political consequences.JS
·
Jonathan Kozol theorizes that the public schools in the
United States indo c trinate in more subtle ways than merely
by providing instruction in citizenship training.

Teaching
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method, as well as content,

is also of major significance.

Kozol notes that students are provided with odd and useless
infor•mation which they are expected to consume.

The content

of the infor'l1lation is not indoctrinative in itself, but the
method of imparting it is.

A pattern emerges from the teacher/

pupil exchange, and it is the pattern of indoctrination.
dents are subordinate, teachers dominate.

Stu-

Students are condition-

ed to submit to the authority of the instructor.

In the words

of Jonathan Kozol:
The significance • • • is not to test our acqu1s1tion of a single, odd and useless piece of mediocre
information. Instead, like many other exercises, questions, regulations in the U.S. school, its sole
significance consists in this: It tests the readiness,
on the part of children, to give up reservations • • •
Its one serious objective is to test the child's
willingness not to SAY N0.39
In addition, Kozol believes that the

u.s.

school sys t em

will not produce individuals with character, for example,
such as Thoreau.

The schools do not teach children to diso-

bey the law in keeping with their own morals and consciences.
Both the content and method of American instruction undermine the individual's ability to act on personal conviction.
As a result the process of indoctrination produces people who
conform to the status quo:
Public school is not in business to produce • • •
y oung citizens who may aspire to lead their lives within the p attern • • • of courage and conviction.
School is in business to produce reliable people,
manageable people, unprovocative people: people
who can be relied upon to make correct decisions, or
else to nominate and to elect those who will make
corre c t decisions for them.40
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Al though the F'ederal government does not control the
decentralized school system in the United States, it instructions, at the very least, have served the interests of the
national government.

Critics charge that the schools have

produced millions of "good" citizens who pay their taxes and
support the status quo with vigor.

c.

Wright Mills has stated,

"If the centralized state could not rely upon the inculcation
of nationalist loyalties in public and private schools, its
leaders would promptly seek to modify the decentralized educational system. 11 4 1 Regarding the political function of the
public schools, another author comments:
• . •• the schools are designed to build good citizens--citizens who both accept and by their own lives
reflect the self-defined virtues of the society in
which they live. In other words, the schools are expected to conserve the social and political status quo.42
In the United States it has generally been assumed by
most pedagogists that instruction was a diverse phenomenon.
Because the schools were decentralized, schools were assumed
to reflect local interest.
local school board.

Control was in the hands of the

Curriculums were considered very diverse.

Uniformity in the schools was considered unlikely.

However,

recent critics of U.S. education have charged that such a
view is not accurate:
The educ ational system throughout the United States
remains--with the exception of funding, materials,
and student population--frightfully uniform. Without a national curriculum or national control, the
United States has evolved a national school system
characterized by an uncanny degree of uniformity.43
Depending upon the state, mandatory attendance is re-
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required in the United States from about age five or six up to
fifteen or sixteen. In addition, the school occupies a great
deal of the child's day:
If for no other reason than the time at the disposal
of educational institutions at this impressionable
stage of development is so great, we might expect
the impact on political orientations to be of equivalent force.44
Although various ideological biases are present in childhood
development, "· • • all but the schools are random, casual and
inconsistent.

Only public school presents a law-mandated,

certified, non-optional realm of childhood indoctrination. 11 45
The question of consensus is closely associated with
the concept of indoctrination in the United States.

By con-

sensus it is meant the degree of basic agreement present in
a society.

The link between indoctrination and consensus is

not difficult to establish.

Indoctrination may be conceptual-

ized as a possible origin or cause of consensus.

However,

consensus may also result from other factors such as the
integrating effects of a common culture.

There are two con-

flicting theories regarding the origin of consensus in the
United States.

The first theory may be labeled value or

normative consensus.

The second may be called "pragmatic

consensus".
Value or normative consensus as a process is described
by Edward Shils.

He explains that due to the "need for order"

in the individual there is a propensity to identify with something beyond oneself.

Within a society there exists a "cen-
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tral value system" that serves this function.
a propensity towards unity and consensus.

It provides

The majority of

the citizens recognize the central value system and are attached to it.

The central value system promotes "awe-arousing

centrality" resulting in respect for authority and voluntary
cooperation in society.

An

individual's norms, beliefs,

values, and ideology are real, not just a result of manipulation by an elite or an authority.

Individuals generally agree

or accept policy decisions because of the conunon cultural
background that they share with the political strata.
Shila realizes that consensus is never complete in any
society; there will always be a greater or lesser degree of
''dissensus".

He explains that there will always be a "per-

iphery 11 composed of individuals of groups who are in some
way segregated and separated from the
value system.

11

centre 11 or the central

However, Shils sees modern society resting on

a technology which has raised the living standard and integrated the people into a unified economy.
has been a

11

•

•

•

As a result there

more widespread participation in the central

6
value system through education • • • and mass communication. 11 4
Shils contends, in short, that normative consensus is responsible for the high degree of consensus in the United States.
Consequently, individual psychological need, not indoctrination,
is responsible for consensus.
Critics of the normative consensus approach argue that
no national culture exists in modern plural societies such as
the United States.

The culture is fragmented rather than
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unified.

The consensus which characterizes modern society

is a result of ideology rather than culture:
Cultural integrity is not a characteristic of large
industrial nation-states. The fact that the Soviet
Union and the United States could remain relatively
stable politically while possessing various cultural
groupings, religious groupings, and economic classes
reveals that other factors account for social cohesion. These other factors, ideologies, are major forces
of social cohesion. Ideologies reveal the social
character of a people and have largely replaced culture as the basis of social cohesion. Ideological
communities have become the basis of social life in
technological mass societies.47
Michael Mann concentrates on ideology rather than on
culture; he is a contemporary proponent of pragmatic consensus.

In an empirical test~ he demonstrates rather conclusively

that the lower social strata (or periphery) simply accept
the American structure bec.a use they see no alternative.

His

conception or the consensus process closely parallels Marx's
idea of false consciousness; the workers are unaware of their
true class interests.

Mann explains that the working class

is indoctrinated during the socialization process in the publie schools.

They are imbued with content that results in a

consensual ideology.

Soviet educational writer N.P. Kuzin

seems to share Mann's position 01· the United States:
The great mass of children from working class homes
r•eceive only that minimum of education necessary for
their future as workers in modern production. While
giving the working peOple's children a minimum of
knowledge, the ruling classes of a capitalist society at the sa.rre time s~ep up the ideological conditioning of the youth, 'for they place great hope in
the schools as a means of combating communism • • •
The educational syste~ of any given country is built
on the basis of established cultural and historical
traditions, but chiefly in accordance with the demands
of the ruling class.48
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'11he very diversity that characterizes America, in short,

seemingly negates the normative consensus approach.

The Unit-

ed States does, however, enjoy a high degree of consensus:
'rl1at many men and women who live in the povertystricken areas of Appalachia or in the stratified
urban ghettoes scattered throughout the United
States identify with the members of the Rockefeller,
Kennedy, or Ford families, implies that other factors besids cultural similarity preserve the social
cohesion within large industrial societies.49
It is suggested here that one such source may be, as Mann demonstrates, indoctrination in the public school system.
Robert Dahl seems to closely share the conclusion reached
by Mann.

He too links indoctrination with consensus theory.

According to Dahl's conception, most Americans possess an
ideology or a set of political beliefs which he calls the
"democratic creed".

The elements of the creed are reasonably

stable but quite abstract.

Although disagreement and "dissen-

sus" sometimes occur on specific applications, most people
assume that the American political system is consistent with
the "democratic creed".

Dahl believes that this assumption is

responsible for much of the consensus which characterizes
the United States.
Where do Americans acquire the "pemocratic creed"?
I

Dahl notes that "· •• vast social energies have been poured
into the process of 'Americanization', teaching citizens what
I

is expected in the way of words, beliefs, and behavior • • • 1150
Although adherence to the democratic creed is promoted and
maintained by a variety of social processes, formal education
is probably the most important according to Dahl:
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• • • almost the entire adult population has been
subjected to some degree of indoctrination through
the schools • • • new citizens, young and old, have
been properly trained in 11 American 11 principles and
beliefs. :Sverywhere, too, the pupils have been
highly motivated to talk, look and believe as Americans should • • • The extent to which Americans
agree today on the key propositions about democracy is a measure of the almost unbelievable success
of this deliberate attempt to create a seemingly
uncoerced nation-wide consensus.51
In summary, Dahl seems to agree with Mann both on the ideological basis of consensus and on the indoctrination which
results from attendance in the public schools in the U.S.
The material reviewed in this chapter, in conclusion,
seems to indicate in a general fashion that indoctrination
does exist in the American school system and that it has a
dynamic, changeable quality depending on political conditions.
Although the normative content of each program may differ,
the pedago g i c al approach of the instructional program of the
United States seems to closely parallel those of the National
Socialist and the Soviet Union.

This similarity, however, is

dependent on how the term "indoctrination" is defined and
conceptualized.

Up to this polint, what is actually meant b y

indoctrination is yet to be cl krified.
I
the next chapter.

I

This ig the task of
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CHAPTEH II
CONCEPTUALIZATlONS
Ideology .fil!£ the Political Process
Ideologies--uelief systems which bind "head and heart"
--influence and are influenced by social systems. Ideologies open the door to certain changes and close
it to others. To understand man's ideologies is to
understand man.1
Although this paper is primarily concerned with indoctrination, the discussion will begin with an examination of
ideology.

The logic of this decision is simple.

If ideolo-

gies are indeed influenced by social systems, it is theoretically possible that they might be guided and channelled
toward some prescribed end.

Indoctrination,as it will later

be defined and conceptualized, seeks by formal means to influence the development of ideology.

The intended result of

indoctrination ls to channel and mold ideology.

It is pro-

posed that a clear understanding of ideology will lead to a
greater degree of clarity in the conceptualization of indoctrination.
The above quotation only hints at the centrality of
ideology to the political process.

What men believe may per-

haps be the most important causal agent of the political and
historical events of a nation.

Institutions, constitutional

forms, laws and alike are of central significance only to the
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degree to which men believe, confo.I"m, and identify with them.
It is assumed, in short, that men hold certain ideologies
concerning the political system and these ideologies in turn
affect their political behavior.
Very generally, an ideology can be characterized as a
belief system that governs how one looks at and understands
the wor•ld.

In his book, Political Ideology, Robert Lane at-

tempts to clarify the concepts involved in an ideology,
and in the process outlines their relation to the political
process:
They deal with the questions: Who will be the rulers? How will the rulers be selected? By what
principles will they govern?
2. They constitute an argument; tnat is, they are intended to persuade and to counter opposing views.
3. They integrally affect some of the major values
of life.
4. They embrace a program for defense or ·reform or
abolition of important social institutions.
5. They are, in part, rationalizat~ons of group interests--but not necessarily the interests of all
groups espousing them.
6. They are normative, ethical, moral in tone and
content.
7. They are (inevitably) torn from their context in
a broader belief system, and share the structural
and stylistic properties of that system.
Most ideologies also have thes qualities:
1. They are group beliefs that ndividuals borrow;
most people acquire an ideology by identifying
(or disidentifying) with a socia~ group.
2 . They have a body of sacred do um~nts (constitutions bills of rights, manif stoes, declarations), and heroes (founding rathersA seers and
originators and great interpretors).~
1.

Lane con cludes that "all ideologies, like all other beliefs,
imply an empirical theory of cause and effect in the world,
and a theory of the nature of man."3
If the existence of ideology in Lane's sense is granted
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then the relationship between what men believe and political
and historical events surely cannot be denied.

Although the

link between ideology and political action has not been demonstrated, it is assumed that "political behavior is governed
by norms, consciences, beliefs, and values."4

In brief, po-

litical and historical events may be explained, in part at
least, by what men believe.

"Presidents are not respected,

laws are not obeyed, taxes are not paid, political stability
does not prevail--unless people believe."5
The term "ideology" has been conceptualized in a myriad
of ways.

So far, it has not been clearly defined in this anal-

ysis and has been utilized in broad fashion.

One would as-

sume such a word would possess a fixed and clear meaning.
However, the task of defining ideology is somewhat more difficult than it appears, for "'Ideology' has been, and remains,
one of the most persistent and ubiquitous concepts in modern
political thought. 116 In addition, "the growing popularity
of the term has been matched, if anything, by its growing
obscurity. 11 7

According to Robert Lane, "Even if we limit our

inter·est to political ideology, the range and variety are
formidable. 118 Because of the close linkage between indoctrination and ideology, an attempt will be made to clarify the
term for use in this study.
Ideology:

Historical Development
. #.

.£.!. .:Yl!. Concept
•

•

.l:''rancis Bacon was perhaps the first man to study ideology.
lt is no accident that the term emerged with the historical

Tl
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develo pment of the scien tific age.

In his original investi-

ga t ion of ideology, Hacon embarked on an examination of these
p:reo.onceptions and prejudices of men, that were called

11

idols."

These "idols" were believed to prevent objectivity in the
employment and utilization of the scientific method.
I

Pei·haps the first to use ideology as a purely distinctive
term was a group of 1''rench post-Enlightenment theorists
called Ideologues.

The word was recognized as meaning the

"science of ideas".
ity and science.

Again, the term was linked to objectiv-

Defined in this positive manner, ideology

was seen as a method or technique for dissolving illusion
and discovering truth.
positive and glowing

However, in contrast to the very

conn~tations

attributed to the word by

the Ideologues, the French were also responsible for the use
of ideology in a derogatory and disparaging fashion:
r_ehe term was first used pejoratively in the early
19th century to charaq:terize those Frenchmen who
wanted to guide the p6litics of the Napoleonic state
by the abstract principles of the ~ranch Hevolution.9
It was Karl Marx whq significantly transformed the meaning of ideology, and in the process gave it the design of
modern form.

In Marx's CC?noeption,

ideo ~ ogy

refer•s to a

type of duality of thought; this thought \ is both illusory and
distorted.

The dominant ideology reflects the interest of

the ruling class and is transmitted through various social
agencies.

Under Marx's conception the school system of

society, for example, would attempt to indoctrinate the
young with the dominant ideology.

If this indoctrination
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process by schools and other social agencies were successful,
the dominant ideology would be accepted by the non-ruling

group.

Marx Jabelle<i this result as

11

false consciousness."

Such groups, in short, would have been successfully indoctrinated to support political, economic, land social institutions
which opposed their own class interests.
Marx, however, failed to

deline~te

to what degree ide-

ology, i.e., false consciousness, is equivalent to reality
itself.
the

11

He seemed to assume his own theory was free from

false consciousness" of ideology.

As a result of this

lack of delineation and clarity, Karl Mannheim was able to
charge that Marxism itself was an ideology.
Mannheim attempted a clearer conception of the term
ideology by distinguishing between ideology and utopia.

lde-

ology was a set of beliefs, attitudes, valpes, etc. that 5.ncorporated the past and te.uded to preserve the axisting power
structure.

Ideology served to maintain the status quo; this

conception roughly parallels the Marxian conception of the
term.

Utopia was a set of beliefs, attitudes, values, etc.

which would tend to destroy the existing power structure or
status quo if it were acted upon.

Utopia was thus a revolu-

tionary ideology that had become manifest.

This conception

was roughly parallel to Marxism, at least as a specific
example of a possible utopia.
Harold u. Lasswell and Abraham Kaplan use the term
"political myth 11 to encompass both of Mannheim's concepts,
11

ideology 11 and "utopia".

•rhe political myth is an entire

body of beliefs which are associated with primary and
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fundamental assumptions.

Although they may be true or false,

the myth is conceived true by the mass of citizens with
great conviction.

lt comprises fundamental assumptions con-

cerning political affairs.

The myth is equivalent to Mann-

heim's "ideology" when it supports the status quo, and
"utopia" when it opposes the same.
Lasswell and Kaplan cite Merriam's dyad of the contents
of political doctrine which include "credenda" and "miranda. 11
Gredenda are things to be believed; miranda are things to be
admired.

All political systems utilize both to help assure

support.

The latter relates to the political myth in the

following fashion:
'I'he miranda are the symbols of sentiment and identification in the political myth. They are those
whose function is to arouse admiration and enthusiasm
setting forth and strengthening faiths and loyalt•~s
• • • !<'lags and anthems, ceremonials, and demonstrations, group heroes and the legends surrounding them
--these exemplify the importance of miranda in the
political process.10
If indoctrination is defined as a method by wuich ideology
may be influenced, then it may possess a dyadic character.
Indoctrination may seek to create the "proper 11 beliefs or
11

credenda. 11

At the same time it may generate strong emotion-

al feelings or

11

miranda."

Both credenda and miranda would

appear to be possible tools which could be utilized by an
indoctrinator.
Mullins distinguishes between myth, ideology, and
utopia.

Ideology incorporates an historical consciousness

which differs in a fundamental way from the non-historical
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ti1ne of myth and utopia.

Historical consciousness recognizes

high a.mounts of social change; it is future oriented, noting
tho possibility for hwnan control.

Political efficacy is

high; events are viewed as occuring on a linear continuum.
The historical process is conceptualized and oriented for humans to shape it.

Ideology, in short, is an action directed

phenomenon!"
ln contrast, utopia and myth operate in a non-historical time fpame.
cism.

'l'he function of utopian thought is cri ti-

It demonstrates perfection and reveals the shortcomings

of the actual society.

However, it does not confront the prob-

lems of transforming society; there is no plan of action.
Myth is defined as

certain fundamental assumptions, believed

to be true with great certainty by the mass of society.

This

definition seems to closely parallel that of Lasswell 1 s and
Kaplan's.

When myth prevails, according to Mullins, the soc-

ial structure is sacred.

1t cannot be altered by man because

the structure is sanctified by myth which explains both its
importance and origin.

It is assumed that in such a society

both credenda and miranda would be strongly prescribed and
closely followed.

Since the following of such traditional pat-

terns usually means uncritical acceptance of existing conditions and low political efficacy, maintenance or the status
quo proceeds with little difficulity.
If Mullins narrowed the meaning of ideology by linking
it with historical consciousness and political efficacy, Converse seemingly continues this trend in the usage of ideology
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through the introduction or the idea of "constraint".

At-

tempting to refine the term for empirical study, Converse used
constraint to mean the success rate in predicting, given the
initial information that a person has a specific attitude or
belief, that he will possess certain additional attitudes or
beliefs.
sistency

Constraint is thus a measure or the cognitive con01·

a particular

personal attitudes and beliefs in relationship to
ideolog~.

To illustrate, an ideological conser-

vative may possibly express support for a balanced budget.
Aware oi' this position, such an individual, to be consistent,
shoula also oppose increasing welfare expenditures.

To the

extent that this prediction can be accurately ascertained,
the ideology is exhibiting constraint.
Merelman, in his analysis of ideology, notes a duality
in definitional attempts: · "While Converae•s discussion of
ideology stresses cognition, Lane's definition emphasizes
evaluation. 1111 Borrowing from both Converse and Lane, Merelman combines cognition and evaluation to provide the following seven point definition of ideology.
l.

2.

J.

4.

s.
6.

7.

"constraint" in political ideas
"evaluation and prescriptive system" (political
rrreferences}
'persistence" (duration over time)
"global standards" (exhaustive and consistent judgments regarding any sub-category of political events
within the ideology)
"boundaries" (refers to judging and sharply distin!'"
guishing between the political events which fall into different subcategories of ideology }
"deductive consistency" (ideological prescriptions
must not produce logical absurdities)
12
"activist directives" (cannot produce apathy)
Like both Converse and Merelman, Barnes contends that
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an ideology is a particular belief system that is internally
consistent and consciously held.

The components of an ide-

ology, in brief, must "hang together."

Barnes defines a be-

lief system as an "open term referring to a set of political
attitudes held by an individual, whether exhibiting constraint
or not. 1113 An ideology is thus a particular kind of belief
system; it exhibits constraint.
If the notion of constraint is utilized to define ideology, the term would only include a small percentage of the
electorate.

Merelman states flatly that "the mass of Ameri-

cans do not have a sophisticated conceptual organization by
which politics may be understood."14 In the empirical study
accomplished by Converse, only two and a half percent of the
American public were classified as ideological under his definition of constraint.

As a result the usage of the term so

defined would restrict and limit its application to only those
who are the most politically active and aware.
Finally, Sartori's analysis of ideology provides a conceptual link to indoctrination.

He draws his original concep-

tion .from Rokeaeh's idea of the "open and closed mind." Since
everyone must rely on cognitive authorities for in.formation,
the argument asserts that differences between ideology and
other belief systems reside in how auch authorities are chosen and assessed.

The individual's belief system is "open"

to the extent that a person can obtain, evaluate and act on
relevant information.

In contrast, the "closed mind" is char-

acterized by the inability to evaluate relevant information
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on intrinsic merits while both relying and yielding to authority.

To explain the patterns of belief systems, Sartori developed the following table: 1 5
TABLE I
PAT'l'ERNS OF BELIEF SYSTEMS
Emotive Status
Strong
Weak
Closed
I - Adamant
II - Resilient
Open

III - Firm

IV - Flexible

Impermeable to evidence and argument, the elements compr-ising the "Adamant" category are held in rigid and dogmatic
fashion; their potential for activism is high.

Although the

elements of beliefs are fixed for category II, potential for
activism is low because they are not passionately felt.

The

"Firm" category h$S strongly held elements of belief which are
open to argument and evidence, and are therefore changeable in
principle.

Such elements possess more and stronger dynamic po-

tential than category II.

Finally, category IV consists of flex-

ible elements, feebly held, open to evidence and argument.
These flexible elements have low potential for activism.
If constraint is utilized as the criterion for defining
ideology, then it is suggested that both the "Adamant" and the
11

Firm 11 classifications qualify as an ideology.

It is assumed

that individuals with strongly held beliefs, regardless of cognitive status, would tend to exhibit constraint.
In addition, the dichotomization of these two types can
be utilized to infer greater or lesser degrees of indoctrina-
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ti on.

'rhe attempt to create a "closed mind" where the par-

ticular elements of beliefs are held in rigid, fiJLed and dogmatic fashion is assumed to be more indoctrinative than an attempt to create an "open mind" where all of the elements are
open to argwnent and evidence.

The reasons behind

thes~

as-

sumptions will be explicated in the next section.
For the purpose of this paper, ideology w:i.11 be conceptual;ized as existing on a continuum, with an "open belief system" o ccupying one extreme and a "closed belief system"
other.

the

It will be defined as a set of internalized attitudes,

values and beliefs which tend to exhibit constraint.
The Education/Indoctrination Dichotomy
But life is short and information endless; nobody has time for everything. In practice we are generally forced to choose between an unduly brief exposition and no exposition at all. Abbreviation is a
necessary evil and the appreviator's business is to make
the best of' a job which, though intrinsically bad, is
still better than nothing. He must learn to concentrate
upon the essentials of a situation, but without ignoring too many of reality's qualifying side issues. In
this way he may be able to tell, not indeed the whole
truth, but considerabJe more than the dangerous quartertruths and half-truths which have always been the
current coin of thought. 16
Now that ideology has been defined, the question in need
of answering is how it is formed.

Huxley provides a clue in

the lines quoted above when he alludes to the

11

abbrevlators".

Men are influenced to believe in a particular fashion by the
communication 01· ideas from a multi p licity of sources.

Peer

group and the family are both very instrumental in the format:ion of attitudes, beliefs, values, and the ultimate conscious-
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ness that is the essenc e of ideology.

Another source for the

communication of jdeas is the mass media (radio, television,
newspaper, et c .)

In addition, the development of ideology

has been tra c ed to the childhood learning process.

17

In short:

Formal educational systems and propaganda networks
combine with less formal agencies, such as family
and peer groups, to influence the ways in which an
individual structures his «reality''· 18
If it is accepted that ideologies are learned rather than magically induced or transmitted through genetic or other means,
then it is possible that ideologies are shaped and developed
to a considerable extent during the childhood learning process.
The arguments that follow are concerned with the development of ideology among the young.

As with the adult, it

is clear that there are many sources of childhood learning.
The peer group, family, and mass media mentioned previously
most certainly influence the process.

However, these sources

of influence are not within the scope of this paper.

Here,

only the public school as a source of childhood learning will
be examined.
Definitions and Development of Education/Indoctrination
The terms "education" and "indoctrination" are not conceptually separate or distinct.

The differences between the

two words is arbitrary, and not easily ascertained.

Webster's

definition of each demonstrates that they often refer to the
much the same phenomena:
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educate • • • 1: to provide schooling for 2 a: to develop mentally and morally esp by instruction b: TRAIN,
INSTRUCT syn see TEACH • • • 1 9

indoctrinate • • • 1. to instruct esp in fundamentelR
or rudiments : TEACH 2. to imbue with a usu. partisan
or sectarian opinion, point of view, or principle • • • 20
In the Diction o1' Education Carter . Good attempts to
clarify

11

education 11 and "indoctrination" as f'ollows:

education • • • the aggregation of all of the processes
by means of which a person develops abilities, attitudes and other forms of behavior of positive value in
the society in which he lives; the social process by
which people are subjected to the influence of selected and controlled enviroment (especially that of the
school) so that they may obtain social competence arld
optimum individual development; ~he art of making available to each generation the organized knowledge of the
past. 21
indoctrination • • • in the broadest sense, the attempt
to inculcate beliefs, a possible concomitant of any
learning situation; in narrower terms, the attempt to
fix in the learning mind any doctrine, socia~ political,
economic, or religious, to the exclusion of all contrary
doctrines, and in a manner preventing serious comparison
and evaluation; the act of imbuing or instructing a person with doctrine considered relevant to the understanding of a concept or the carrying out of an operation,
as in an indoctrination center, course, lecture, training etc. 22
Like Webster's, Good's definition of the two terms is not very
distinct.

Education, as characterized, is broad enough to in-

clude indoctrination as a method rather than as a separate concept.

One method to resolve the problem of defining "education"
and 11indoctrination 11 would be to examine the etymology of these
terms.

One of the oldest and most popular notions concerning
I

education is that it is merely the drawing out of our common
human nature:
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Workin R from a supp osed etymological root of the word
'education' in the Latin educere, •to.lead out•, they insist that all education is a process of summoning forth 2
prior but only incip ient elements in the child's nature. 3
However, the problem with this approach has been noted by
Shedd.

As the Latin roots of the term indicate, education is

a metaphor.
is

11

No objective correlative to the state a student

in" or which he is "led out"

exist~:

These words may suggest many ideas which seem concrete:
one is led out of ignorance into kmowledge, or out of self
into society, or out of savagery i~to civilization. Yet
on examination these are all metaphoric descriptions themselves of relative conceptual states - relative to ~ par
ticular individual's understanding of that society. 4
An additional problem in examining the origins of the
term "education" is that there is disagreement among Latin
scholars as to the root.

As mentioned above, some scholars

believe the root is the Latin word educere,

However, " ••• some

claim that 'education' comes from educare, 'to rear or nurture• .1125
In the Middle Ages, the word indoctrination simply referred to the implantation of the Christian doctrine.

The

Roman Catholic Church was the main institution of formal education and the transmitter of knowledge.

Education and indoc-

trination referred to the same thing; the learning of the
Christian doctrine.

Teaching during this period emerged as a

concep t that almost exclusively relate d to the understanding
of the Christian belief system.

The Roman Catholic Church,
I

according to one source, controlled the ideology of the world:
••• the Roman Catholic Church controlled a network of educational and propagandistic institutions. Through its control the Roman Church implanted a Cath olic perspective upon
all major institutions. Regardless of e conomic c las s ,
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eth nic o rig i n, O T' geog:raphical area, the overwhelming majority of people in the Western world perceived and behaved
according to the inner dictates of the "Roman Catholic perspective". Those individuals who failed to internalize
the perspective or who rejected it were isolated, outcast,
or ordered to recant - often assisted in the process
through various means, not the least of which was execution. Thus the Jew in Catholic Spain or the Albigensian
in Catholic France suffered because of his ideological
"error". Gradually the Roman Catholic Church lost her control over the major communication networks. As such competing ideological forces as the insurgent nationalistic
movements developed, the "Roman Catholic perspective of the
world" was corroded and replaced by such national per~gec
ti ves as n French", "Spanish 11 , "English" and ''German"·

Conceptions concerning indoctrination have emerged slowly since about the Seventeenth Century.

It was not until World

War I, however, that the American consciousness was stirred to
the implications of indoctrinati.on.

Some of the pl'oducts of

that war were authoritarianism, regimentation and propaganda;
these factors acted like a catalyst in posing an American response to indoctrination.

Americans generally linked authori-

tarianism with indoctrination.

It was at this historical point

that education and indoctrination became somewhat more distinct
concepts in the minds of many Americans.

Indoctrination was

I

associated with thought control and coercion, while education
emerged with a comparatively favorable connotation associated
with greater freedom of thought.

In sum, the rise of totali-

tarian regimes in the Twentieth Century provided a reference
for Americans to separate the two terms.

Indoctrination was

associated with the school system of a dictatorship.

Educa-

tion was associated with the school system of a democracy such
as the United States:
In the period since World War I American writers have frequently identified tt education 11 as what happens in the
schools of a democracy after the fashion of the U.S., and
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''indoctrination 11 as what happens in totalitarian societies
like "Nazi" Germany, Russia, or Red China ••• 27
In modern times since the Second World War, the issues
of indoctrination among Americans has been reexamined in re•
gards to the methods utilized by nations to maintain their
particular social and

p~litical

philosophies.

Some profession-

als have advocated the position that the primary function of
formal instruction is the transmission of cultural values to
maintain such philosophies.

Thus, " ••• education is the shap-

ing of individuals --their understandings, their attitudes,
their values and aspirations --in terms of the culture in
which they happen to live. 1128 Education so defined is not
distinct from indoctrination.

According to Willis Moore:

In the decades spanning World War II many Americans, impressed with the seeming success of the European dictatorships in molding the minds of their youth through the
method of indoctrination, boldly advocated that we likewise indoc~9inate American youth with the core ideas of
democracy.
Progressive liberals like John Dewey opposed the movement of indoctrinating American youth.

P~ogressives

believed

that the student's interest must be awakened; that pupils must
acquire habits and skills that are useful to them.

According

to the progressive position, students are essentially rational
human beings.

As such they possoss the potential and the ca-

pacity for formulating adequate decisions for themselves.

The

function of the school system for the progressives is that it
should encourage the rational capability of the student.

By

the indoctrination of selective values, even consensual ones,
the school would in essence be inhibiting the growth of this
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rational capability.

Objective and fair presentation by the

school is necessary to develop the analytic ability inherent
in all humans.
cation".

The progressives term such an approach

11

edu-

The two views represent a major dichotomy in peda-

gogic philosophy.
So at the one end of the family tree generated by the
concept of ''education" there are procedures involving
the use of authority in which the voice and the cane are
used to produce a desirable end-product. Education is
here conceived in the image of fashioning an object in
the arts. At the other end, the
importance of purpose
and plans is stressed; but it
the purpose and planning
of the child not of the adult.J

18

Distinguishing Education from Indoctrination by Content,
Method and Aim
In the recent literature concerning the distinction between education and indoctrination, definitions of the terms
are usually made on the basis of one of three perspectives.
Various authors have concentrated on either the method, content,
or aim of the instructor to determine the nature of education
as opposed to indoctrination.
structor teaches.

Method refers to how the in-

Content is concerned with what is taught,

and aim is the intentions of those doing the teaching.
Willis Moore is one advocate of the method criteria for
distinguishing between education and indoctrination.

The em-

phasis on method, according to Moore, can be traced to previously discussed debate which emerged during World War II:
Americans were not then divided on either the aim or the
content of political education. Both sides wanted to inculcate democracy in American youth and to strengthen its
adherence to the democratic way of life. They differed,
rather, on how to do this, on method, with some advocating the indoctrinative tactics of the Nazi party while
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others, the liberals, insisting on the use of the free,
objective procedures long identified with the public
schools of America. So ''indoctrination" has come to mean
strictly a method of teaching.31
R.

s.

Peters seems to agree with the position of Moo»e.

He contends that most of the disputes among educationists have
largely been arguments concerning the desirability of a variety of principles involving procedure or method:
When we are concerned with the minds of men there are objections to bringing about positive results in certain
sorts of ways. People make moral objections to pre-frontal lobotomy even as remedial measure. How much more objectionable would it be to promote some more positive state
of mind, like a love of peace, in all men by giP.ing them
drugs or operating on everyone at birth?32
Speaking of schooling generally, Paulo Freire closely
agrees with both Peteri and Moore.
ing method is prescriptive.

The basic form of teach-

It is this prescription which is

the baiia of indoctrination in the schools.
Every prescription represents the imposition of one man's
choice upon another, transforming the consciousness of the
man prescribed to into one that conforms with the prescriber's consciousness. Thus, the behavior of the oppressed is a prescribed behavior~ following as it does the
guidelines of the oppressor.J3
As a result of the prescriptive nature of the teacherstudent relationship Freire contends that education assumes a
fundamentally narrative character.

This situation is charac-

terized by the teacher who narrates, and the students, who are
characterized as patient, listening objects.

Consequently,

the contents of education, "• •• whether values or empirical
dimensions of reality, tend in the process of being narrated
to become lifeless and petrified. 11 34 Because of both the prescriptive and narrative nature of the schools:
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Education thus becomes an act of depositing, in which
the students are the depositories and the teacher is
the depositor. Instead of communicating, the teacher issues communiques and makes deposits which the students patiently receive, memorize and repeat. This is
the ''banking" concept of education, in which the scope
of action allowed to the students extends OQ~Y as far as
receiving, filing and storing the r eposits.J.
.
Moore believes that American lible rals have stigmatized
the term indoctrination to the point wpere it no longer has a
place in educational practice.

He contends that education
I
(defined by the liberals as a rational method of instruction)

is an ideal method which should be practiced to the maximum.
However, since everyone must rely on cognitive authorities for
information, the non-rational approach is a necessary compon ..
ent to the instructional process.

Moore suggests an "indoc-

trination-education continuum" to restore indoctrination to
its proper place in the instructional system:
What I propose, as a modification. of the older liberal
theory of education, is that we rriankly admit that learning necessarily be8ins with an authoritative and indoctrinative situation, and that for 1lack of time, native
capacity or the requisite training to think everything
out for oneself, learning even fo~ the rationally mature
individual must continue to include an ingredient of the
unreasoned, the merely accepted • • • It would seem to be
more in accord with reality to coqsider the ttindoctrina~
ti on 11 and the "education" of the earlier liberal educators
to be the poiar extremes of a continuum of teaching method
along which actual teaching ma~ mqve in keeping with the
requirements of the situation.J6
Rejecting Moore's emphasis on teaching method, John
Wilson selects content as the most important criteria for the
establishment of the indoctrination - education distinction.
Wilson asks his reader to consider the difference between hypnotizing a child to believe in Communism, and hypnctizing him
to master physics.

''Plainly it is not a difference in method:
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it is a difference in the subject matter. 11 37
Wilson believes that the teaching of political, moral,
and religious beliefs is objectionable because they are uncertain in content in a senae that acadomic subjects are not.
This uncertainty in content between the two areas hinges
upon the question of what constitutes evidence:
For with a scientific question we at least know
what sort of evidence would count towards an acceptable answer: we are agreed in principle about
how to answer. But with mettghysical and moral
questions we are not agreed.J
Although many strongly convicted people hold such beliefs,
it is a fact that different people hold unlike beliefs.
Beliefs must be placed in a special category because there
is ''no publicly-accepted evidence for them, evidence that
any rational person would regard as sufficient."3 9
To avoid indoctrination, Wilson continues, the beliefs
taught must be rational and subject to evidence.
not have to be certain, just probable.

They do

Indoctrinated content

need not be subject to evidence, and this is its objectional
trait:
The concept of indoctrination concerns the truth and
evidence of beliefs, and our objection to it is basically that in the realm of belief we must put truth,
evidence and reality first, and other considerations
second.~ 0
Wilson concludes that moral, religious and political
values should be discussed rather than omitted in the formal
school system.

However, irrational

taught as sound moral principles.

p~ejudices

must not be

If the instructor acts

as an instrument for teaching such societal prejudices, he
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is indoctrinating.
The problem with utilizing content as the defining
mechanism for education and indoctrination is the assumption
that there will be agreement upon what constitutes

evidenc~.

Wilson seems to assume that somehow all individual• will
accept scientific and rational evidence.

He assumes that,

all individuals possess "open belief sys'tpms."

Such terms

as "objectivity" and "rationality" even mean different things
to various ideological groupings:
Although adherents to both Puritanism and Scientism
would praise objectivity and rationality, they would
strongly disagree about their meaning, for the one
finds these qualities in the realm of religfon,
while the other looks for them in science.~
R.M. Hare rejects Wilson's assertion of the central
importance of content to the defining of education and indoctrination.

Hare asks of Wilson:

sane and sensible people?"

"Who are to count as

Many who would promote the in-

doctrination of an ideology consider themselves sane and
sensible.

Who will judge the merit of publicly-accepted

evidence?
In addition, Hare rejects the method criteria of
Moore.

Like Wilson and Moore, he notes that at least some

non-rational and rote teaching methods must be utilized,
especially when dealing with young children.

By non-rational

or rote teaching methods is meant merely the unreasoned
acceptance of instruction.

Since everyone must rely on

cognitive authorities, such methods must be used at least
to a certain extent.

However, non-rational or rote teaching
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does not di.ffer in e significant or fundamental fashion from
what ought to be considered indoctrination (e.g., a nonrational method).

Hare concludes that the difference be-

tween other kinds of teaching and indoctrination cannot be one
of method.
It is Hare's contention that intention or aim is central
to the distinction between education and indoctrination.
By the use of a German rhyme and a short explanation, he demonstrates the problems of both the method and content approaches, and the utility of utilizing aims:
What your father wishes,
What your mother says,
Do it in silence.
Why? Don't ask questions.
Now if I wanted my children to keep this sort of attitude to me, or to what I was teaching them, then I
should be indoctrinating. But I do not want this. I
may have now to use non-rational methods of teaching,
but my wish is that they may as soon as possible become unnecessary. So, though on occasion I may use
the very same methods of teaching as the German who
wrote this rhyme, and though my teaching may have
exactly the same content • • • he is indoctrinating
and I am not, because he wants the child always to go
on taking its morality from its elders, even after
they are dead, whereas I want the child as soop as
possible to learn to think morally for itselr.42
Indoctrination is thus an intention to halt the ability of
children to be able to utilize their native capacity to think
and reflect upon moral :issues.

It is an attempt to fix an

element in a developing ideology.

The result is the creation

of.' a "closed mind" that is characterized by the inability to

evaluate relevant infopmation on intrinsic merits while
relying on and yielding to authority.
a ch ild to be

sur~ h

An example is teaching

a "good" Catholic, Protestant, or Buddhist
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that he would never examine the basis of his belief.
ideological mold is cast, and the mind is closed.

The

Aiming at

1

this target is indoctrination.
Hare continues his argument by asserting that aim has
a primary impact on both method and content.

He believes

that aim is the factor that determines both form and substance.
To illustrate, if the aim is indoctrination, the method of
teaching will probably be non-rational.

That is, the students

will be required to accept without open discussion what is
presented by the authority.

Non-rational method implies sub-

mission to the authority and acceptance of teaching based
upon faith rather than argument, logic, etc.

In a similar

manner, the content of what is being taught will likely be
one-sided, "ignoring too many of reality's qualifying side
issues. 11 43
From Hare's perspective, then, it is not indoctrination
if the aim is to allow the eventual appraisement of beliefs
by those being taught.

Indoctrination exists when beliefs

are taught never to be questioned.

The aim of "education"

is ultimately to have people think for themselves; the aim
of "indoctrination" is ultimately to prevent people from
thinking for themselves. As a result,

"~ducation"

for creating an open belief structure of ideology.

is a method
It means

that individuals can obtain, evaluate, and act upon relevant
I

information consistent with their own beliefs.

Thus they

can decide issues for themselves.
The problem with Hare's approa bh is that it fails to
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perceive its own logical moral assump tion that peo ple ought
to think for themselves.

This is as much of a moral assump-

tion as that people ought not t o think for . themselves, or
what Hare calls "indoctrination."

Although the moral imper-

ative of "thinking for oneself" is probably more consistent
with the non-mani pulative result which Hare seemingly desires,
it is still mani pulation.

'rhe author of such an intention

wants to create an individual with a certain type of ideology.

That is, one with an open belief structure.

To aim,

for the purpose of this paper, is to indoctrinate.

As
'\ .

Morris notes:
• • • each viewpoint makes the same mistake, the mistake of believing that the young are things to be
worked over in s01T1e fashion to bring them into alignment with a prior notion of what they should be. The
young, ln this conception of education, are to be
used; they are to be imployed on behalf of (1)a prepared, precertified idea of "human nature" which they
are expected to fulfill, (2)an objective body of extant subject matter which they are expected to absorb,
(3)an objective concept of a culture's ways and means
of living which they are expected to assume, or
(4)a set of dispositions, deemed fundamental, which
are to be formed in them and for which. they are expected to become the living vehicles.44
Although recognizing the utility of method and content
as discussed, this paper will concentrate upon aims.

The

focus will be on the macro rather than the micro level;
aims will be examined in terms of the intentions of the
state rath er than of each individual instructor.

'l'he assump -

tion here is t h at the aims as established by the state will
determine to some extent the intentions of each instructor.
'rt1 is assump t i on app ears to be shared by Dewey:
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The vice of externally imposed ends has deep roots.
Teachers receive them from superior authorities;
these authorities accept them from what is current
in the co~unity. The teachers impose them upon

children.~'

Operational Definitions
For the purposes of this study,! then, all instructional aims will be classified as

indoct~ination.

The act of

aiming is conceptualized as a method /or affecting the development of ideology.

IndoctrinationJ/ill thus be defined

as a system of aims established by

l

authority for the pur-

pose of guiding and channelling the ideological development
process of the individual.
11

I
I

Education 11 will be dichotomiz.d to mean the absense
I

of any intentions established by an authority for the purpose
of guiding and channelling the ideoli gical development pro1

cess of the individual.

Thus individual ideology will be

free to develop without extrinsic direction; there will be
no assumptions as to the "proper"
developed.

ideology that should be

"Education'.' , by definition, will mean that

desired outcomes must be established by each individual
for himself.

All outcomes of instruction must be intrinsic

to the individual.
As Moore suggested, education and indoctrination will
be conceptualized as existing on a continuum.

However, the

continuum will be based on aims rather than on method as
was used by Moore.
Position on this continuum will be determined by the
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degree to which the expressed aims of an authority attempt
to guide and channel the ideological development process of
individuals.

It is assumed that aiming for a "closed

belief system" will be the most indoc l rinative form.
closed belief system is meant an

ideo ~ ogy

By

which contains

fixed belief elements which are neithr r subject to evidence
nor argument.
content.

Such beliefs are normative and moral in

pf

The result on the ideology

be considerable.

In the extreme

"id~al

the individual may
case," the individual's

ideology has been totally determined [by
the indoctrinator.
I
In contrast, it is assumed that aiming for an "open

I

belief system" is probably a less indoctrinative form.
open belief system is meant an

ideol~gy

By

that, although it

I

may possess firm beliefs, is open to 1both evidence and arguSuch ai~ing does not create st bstantive beliefs, as

ment.

with the precious case, beyond the a r pect of forming an
ideology that is open to both evidence and argument.
this is still guiding and

channellin~,

there is substantially more room

Although

it is asau:med that

for~the recipient to in-

fluence the development of his own i i eology than in the previous case.

I

In reality, formal school systems do not exclusively
aim for either a closed belief system or an open belief
system.

Both types of aiming usually occur concomitantly.

School systems aim to socialize both cognitively and affectively.

By cognitively is meant the development of skills

and knowledge of individuals; by affectively is meant the
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attempt to determine substantive beliefs, values, attitudes,
etc.

Cognitive and affective aims correspond roughly to

open and closed belief systems, respectively.

As a result,

the indoctrination potential of instructional aims is one of
degrees.

If the act of aiming is assumed, during any partic-

ular time period the amount of indoctrination present in instructional aims will be determined by the relative relationship between cognitive and affective aims.
In Oregon, the State Board of Education is the authority responsible for the establishment of instructional aims.
For any given year, the State Board issues a substantial number of aims, each with a greater or lesser degree of indoctrination potential.

These aims are intended to promote

certain outcomes in students.

Conceptually, aims may be

divided into three broad categories to test the degree of
indoctrination.

These categories have been labelled

"skill'~

." knowledge 11 , and "value 11 promotion.
The content of some instructional aims is oriented
towards the development of cognitive and intellectual capacities.

That is, the object of the aim is that the individ-

ual be taught a skill which is intended to increase his or
her ability to utilize knowledge and information.
related assumptions must be noted.

Two

First, it is assumed

that with such skill development students will have the capacity for forming a personal ideology and be less subject
to any external prescription.

Secondly, aims which develop

cognitive and intellectual capacities would be classified
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at the low end of the indoctrination continuum.

Aims which

promote skills are considered to be more consistent with an
"open belief system'' than either the knowledge or value
promotion type.
Skill promotion type aims may be thought of as "procedural" because they are means to the end of developing personal values, beliefs, attitudes and behaviors.

As stated

previously, they are to occupy the low end of the indoctrination continuum.

In the very lowest categories are to be

goals such as thinking critically, solving problems, etc.
Skills such as reading and writing are to be scaled higher
because, it is assumed, they are necessary for indoctrination
to occur.

An individual, for example, may be taught to read

so that he or she may readily consume propaganda.
the basic skill is relatively free
motive for it may not be.

r~om

Although

indoc~rination,

In contrast, aims dealing

the

vi~h

the promotion oi' the development of cognitive and intellectual capacities such as thinking critically and solving problems may provide the students with the ability to develop
a personal ideology and be insulated from attempts by others
to guide and channel ideological development.
In addition to skill promotion, knowledge promotion
type aims are assumed to be necessary to develop cognitive
and intellectual capacities.

The development of such abil-

ities probably necessitates background information.

For

example, a knowledge of art, history, economics, etc., is a
probable prerequisite to developing cognitive and intellectu-
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al capacities.

However, taken as a whole these aims must

occupy a position on the indoctrination scale higher than

skill promotion,

The rationale for this placement is simple:

it is assumed that the mere selection of an area of knowledge
to be studied will have greater impact on the development of
ideology than purely skill-oriented aims,

To illustrate, a

I

knowledge promotion aim such as

11

to dJvelop a knowledge of

American history" may tend to mold anq shape an individual's
beliefs to a greater degree than the promotion of a skill
such as "to develop the ability to solve problems."
can

his~ory

implies certain content.

Ameri-

Although problem-sol-

ving implies content, it is not prescribed specifically.
Within the knowledge promotion category itself, those
aims that are more general in nature are to be classified as
lower in indoctrination.

•
I
To illustrate,
an aim to "develop

a knowledge of U.S. history" should perhaps be c.oded lower
than an aim to "develop a knowledge of the U.S. Constitution".
The former is probably more general than the latter.

Both

may perhaps be coded lower than an aim that would "develop
an understanding of the rights and responsibilities of U.S.
citizenship", which in the opinion of the writer is of greater specificity.

All of this is based upon the assumption

that to guide and channel ideological development requires
a very specific selection of knowledge to be promoted.
Knowledge promotion aims do not necessarily dictate
the specific value, belief, attitude or behavior the individual is intended to adopt.

For example, it is one type of
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an instructional aim that seeks to study the capitalist
economic system, and quite another to promote the acceptance
of that particular system as "good, right, and proper."
Although both aims seek to promote some informational content,
only the first is to be classified as knowledge promotion.
Like skill promotion, knowledge promotion is considered
procedural.

The example of the study of the capitalist

economic system would qualify as a procedure for arriving
at a personal conclusion concerning the value of the capitalistic economy.

The second is a conclusive value in it-

self requiring acceptance of a particular judgment.
The final classification for instructional aims is what
has been called "value promotion"•

The content of an aim

placed in this category must be substantive in nature.
is,

ai~s

That

must express a substantive and conclusive end rather

than a means to an end.

In such cases the State Board of

Education determines a priori the value, belief, attitude,
or behavior that each student will be encouraged to reach.
The basis of such aims may be related to a social, economic,
moral, religious, political, or philosophic doctrine.

If

such aims are successfully adopted by students, fixed belief
elements are the result.

Since these aims are assumed to

have the intention of creating a "closed belief system••,
they are to be classified at the high end of the indoctrination continuum.

In addition, it is assumed that the most

indoctrinative aims are usually directed at the maintenance
the economic and political status quo.

Examples of such
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aims include "developing patriotism", "promoting loyalty to
present institutional structures and institutions", "creating
respect for authority", and "emphasizing the virtues of the
existing economic system".
Schematically, the previous discussion and conceptualizations may be diagrammed as followsc
Less

INDOCTRINATION

Skill
Promotion

Knowledge
Promotion

Open
Belief
System

IDEOLOGY

More
Value
Promotion
Closed
Belief
System

Figure 1. Least-to-most indoctrination scale.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The

Stat~

Board of Educatiop

~Aim-Making

Authority

Instructional aims in Oregon Public SchoQls are established by the State Board of Education.

The Oregon Legisla-

ture created the State Board by the authority of ORS 336.0J5.
The Board consists of seven menbers that are appointed by
the governor.

ORS 326.051 outlines the functions of the State

Board of Education.

Among various other duties, the function

of the Board includes prescribing minimum or required courses of study and establishing standards for public schools
after having considered the goals or aims of modern education.

Terms such as instructional goals, objectives, and

aims seem to be used synonymously by the Board, and will be
treated as such for the purpose of this analysis.

Most

seemingly imply the intended result of exposure of the individual to the school system.
Oregon law promotes the adoption of instructional aims
as created by the State Board of Education.

Financially,

local districts have little choice but to accept the aims
as prescribed.

ORS 327.006 defines a "standard school" as a

school that meets the standards set by the rules of the
State Board of Education.

One of the rules is that curricu-

lum and program plannlng clearly reflect and integrate the
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state-wide instructional aims established by the Board.

If

a local district or school fails to comply with any of the
standards, then it may be declared a ''nonstandard school"
(or district) and lose claim to the Basic School Support
Fund.

This school support fund, extabliahed in 1947 by the

Oregon Legislature, is the major source of state aid to the
public school system.

According to a document adopted by

the state Board of Education recently:
• • • standards continue to serve the general purposes for which they were established when the Basic
School Support Fund was enacted in 1947. Primarily,
the standards are used as a means of quafifying
school districts for state school funds.
In addition to qualifying districts for state funding,
however, standardization helps to assure that state-wide
aims will be adopted in each school.
The threat of a loss of moneys from the Basic School
Support Fund is one way of enforcing uniformity in the
public school system; another is the provision of ORS 336.035.
This statute requires district boards to follow courses of
study prescribed by law and the rules of the State Board of
Education.

According to the provisions of ORS 336.035,

the local school district must "see that

t~e

courses pre-

scribed by law and by rules of the State Board of Education
are carried out • • • 112

Since instructional aims have been

f'iled as administrative rules by the Board, the statute
also effectively promotes the adoption of such aims on a
statewide basis.
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Sampling Methodology
Until the mid-1930's, the State Board of Education
published a

p~ogram

guide titled State Course of Study.

This guide for local districts and schools consisted almost
exclusively of outlines of prescribed subject content.
Since then, however, the instructional guides published by
the Board have placed greater emphasis on goals, objectives,
and aims rather than on the particular content to be covered.
Such guides have been published under similar but slightly
different titles.

For example, in secondary education the

1947 publication was

titl~d

! Guide

in the High Schools of Oregon.

~~Program

of Studies

The next issue published in

1949 was called A Guide to the Program of Studies in the
Secondary Schools of Oregon.

By 1951, the publication had

changed to Guide to Secondary Education in qregon.

This

series of guides continued under this heading until 1966,
when they were for some unknown reason, discontinued.
After a nine year period, the Department of Education
in conjunction with the State Board of Education again published a guide under the title of Elem1ntary-Secondary Guide
for Oregon Schools.
May, 1975.

This guide is a tentative draft dated

This means simply that the contents of the

guide will be field-tested in school districts during the
1975-1976 school year.

After this trial period, the public

will have an opportunity for input as to the content of the
guide.

There is, however, little evidence to suggest that

the instructional aims contained therein will significantly
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change as a result of the public input.
Although the instructional guides have been published

under a variety of titles, they are sufficiently similar to
constitute a set or series.

In each case, they have been

approved by the State Board of Education.

Four of these in-

structional guides covering approximately a thirty year
period have been selected to test the hypothesis that Oregon
instructional aims have become less indoctrinative during
the time in question.

They are:

1.

A Guide to the Program of Studies in High Schools
of Oregon, 1947

2.

Guide to Secondary Education in Oregon, 1955-57

3.

Guide to Secondary Education in Oregon, 1966

4.

Elementary-Secondary Guide for Oregon Schools, 1975
These particular guides and the instructional aims

contained within them were selected for a variety of reasons.
First and foremost, documents containing instructional aims
w.e re unattainable prior to 1947.

Even the State of Oregon

Library in Salem was without such material.

A concomitant

factor favoring the utilization of 1947 to begin the study
was that it just happened to be the same year that the
Legislature enacted the Basic School Support Fund.

As pre-

viously mentioned, the moneys from this fund can be withheld for non-compliance by local schools to the aims issued
by the State Board.

Thus it was felt that this specific year

would be particularly appropriate to begin this study.
It should be noted that the guides and the accompany-
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ing aims that were selected for analysis were not chosen at
random. As stated previously, no guide could be located
prior to 1947 for Oregon secondary schools.
1966, they were published biannually.
were written until 1975.

From 1947 to

After 1966, no guides

Consequently, it was decided to

use 1947 and 1975 to provide for the longest period for comparison of instructional aims.

The 1966 and 1955 guides

were chosen for analysis because they represented approximately equal points to further divide the time span under
study.

Consequently, although the years under examination

were not selected at random, it was felt that they should
be appropriate for measuring the changing pattern of indoctrination over time.
In addition, the guides that were selected dealt almost exclusively with secondary instruction.

The decision

was made to concentrate on the secondary school rather than
the primary school.

This decison was made because the

social studies program is separated from other curricula
nt Utis l eve l •

This would provide the possibility for the

measurement of the indoctrination content of instructional
aims exclusive to the social studies program.

It was as-

sumed that a large percentage of any existing indoctrination
would be carried out in this particular curricular area, a
hypothesis tested later in the study and found to be not
necessarily so.
Within each guide, two sets of instructional aims were
selected for analysis.

One set included all the aims issued
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by the State Board of Education for the social studies program in the public schools for the years in question.

The

second contained all the prescribed aims listed under the general, overall purposes and goals of instruction in Oregon.

The

total number of aims in each category by year are as follows:
TABLE II
NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL AIMS
BY YEAR AND CURRICULAR AREA

, 222

, 966

0

22

12
12

J6

74
19
93

1947
General Instruction
Soc. Stu. Instruction
Yearly Totals:

58

1912
17
9

26

Q-Sort Methodology
In order to analyze these instructional aims, the Qsort forced distribution method was selected for use.

Q-sort

utilizes a nine-point scale; it was designed to measure a
least-to-most intense expression of the defined content of a
variable.

The aims are scaled on a least-to-most indoctrina-

tion continuum.

Indoctrination is defined as a system of aims

expressed by the state which seeks to channel the ideological
development of the individual.
The Q-sort is a forced distribution method.

Forced

distribution means that a certain statistically determined
percentage of the total number of observations must be placed
in each of the nine categories.

The coder has, in short, a

certain numerical quota to fill in each category.

In this

manner, the Q-sort approximates the normal curve with
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a given set of observations.
of units

It assumes the greater number

will be manifest in an average or modal expression

rather than at the

extre~es.

At the extremes

or

the least-

to-most continuum only a small percentage of the total number of observations is assigned.

Movement from either ex-

treme towards the center of the scale progressively increases
this percentage.

A "bulge" is present at the middle of the

scaled distribution.

To maintain the balance of the forced

distribution, an equivalent number of observations must be
placed in categories one and nine, two and eight, three and
seven, etc.

The scale for coding instructional aims on a

least-to-most indoctrination continuum for the present study
is shoWll in Table III:

TABLE III
SCALE FOR CODING INSTRUCTIONAL AIMS
INDOCTRINATION
Low
Category 1
2
Percent 5% 8%
Number
9 15

High

3 4 5 6 7
12% 16% 18% 16% 12%
23

30

35

30

23

8
8%

9

5%

15

9

The first row of numbers represents the nine point
Q-sort categories; the second is the percentage on the total
observations to be placed in each.

The third row is the

actual number of observations that are to be placed in each
category.

For example, in the first row find category one.

The total percentage of instructional aims to be placed in
this category to approximate the normal curve is five percent
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of the total.

.\\fi th the total number of aims under investi-

gation equal to 189, five percent of the observations is
equal to nine.

Therefore, nine instructional aims are to be

placed in category one, fifteen in category two,

twenty~

three in category three, and so on.
It must be pointed out that the number of aims under
investigation is a unitized quantity.

Unitizing refers to

the process of making a single unit from a more complex
statement.

It involves making a decision on the boundaries

of the units to be coded.

For example, consider the follow-

ing instructional aim: "To develop an understanding of governmental operations and promote active citizen participation."

Instead of this statement being given to the coding

judges as is, if unitized, it would be divided into two
statement aims: (1) "to develop an understanding of governmental operations", and (2) "promote active citizen participation ".

Generic to this point, Holsti states:

Many sentences contain more than one theme, and identifying proper boundaries between them is a
judgmental process for which it may be difficult
to formulate rules that cover every type of theme
that may occur in the text.3
For the general purpose of this study, the process of
unitizing merely entailed dividing aims which expressed what
were considered to be two or more independent elements.
Usually, division of aims occurred at a comma or connective
conjunction.

In most cases, the aims were listed in numer-

ical sequence (aim 1, 2, 3, etc.).

As a result the process

unitizing involved only examining each and making a judgment
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on the necessity to divide in the case of compoundedness.
One exception was the general aims for 1966.

For an undeter-

mined reason, t h ese aims were inconsistent with the other
sets.

They were expressed in a narrative rather than in an

enumerated fashi?n•

As a result, the 1966 general aims re-

quired more attention regarding unitizing.

For a comparison

of the actual aims and the unitized aims, see appendices A
and B.
In addition, two aims were dropped from the analysis.
Both deletions were made from the general 1955 set.

Although

these deletions were made rather arbitrarily, it is contended that these particular aims had a slightly differing focus
than the remainder that were utilized for analysis.

The

deleted aims seemed more oriented towards the instructor
than the student.

For the purpose of maintaining as much

unity as possible within the data and, more importantly, to
prevent confusion in the coding by a panel of judges, the
aims were simp ly removed from the analysis.

See appendix C

for a listing of deletions.
Pre-Test .!!!!£ Kxperiment
After the aims were unitized, a panel of graduate
students was assembled to judge and code the 189 aims,
placing each in the appropriate one-to-nine Q-sort category.
However, to test the feasibility of the study, a pretest was
utilized.

'I'wo ji.1dges, undergraduate students at Portland

State University, were asked to perform the Q-sorting of the
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unitized data in the presence of the writer. Discussion
occurred between the judge and the writer on each scaling
decision.

The results were disappointing.

What seemed to

be happening was that the judges tended to code those aims
consistent with their own ideology as less indoctrinative;
aims opposed to the same were rated higher.

Defining indoc-

trination as "a system of aims established by an authority
for the purpose of guiding and channelling the ideological
development process of individuals" was perhaps too broad of
a definition to allow for sufficient agreement among coding
judges.
As a result of the pretest it was decided that the
definition of the variable was inadequate.

Ambiguity result-

ing in a lack of precision in coding according to the definition of indoctrination was seen as the major problem to
be solved.

Indoctrination had to be conceptualized in a

clearer and more explicit manner than previously thought in
order to assure some degree of consistency among the coders.
This problem was at least partially overcome by creating three categories in which the aims were to be placed
prior to the Q-sort process.

These categories were to be

considered as extended definitional aspects of the variable:
indoctrination.

As stated previously, the first category

was labelled "skill promotiod', the second was called
·"knowledge promotion"

and the third, "value promotion".

purpose was to establish a definition for clearer conceptualization and greater agreement among the coding judges.

The
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After the re-conceptualization of the definition of
indoctrination and the resulting adoption of the three categories, another pretest was conducted with the s.ame two
judges.

The same method was employed.

The judge and the

writer discussed the "why" of each coding decision, i.e.,
why one aim was more or less indoctrinative than another.
The results were encouraging.

The problem experienced pre-

viously of judges coding those aims consistent with their
own ideology as less indoctrinative seemed to be minimized
by the new approach.

For example, once a judge recogpized
'

and classified an aim in the value promotion categoz;Y, he
was forced to place it high on t.Q,• indoctrination continuum
bei~g

whether or not he agreed with the specific value
promoted.

J

·. ~

....

After concluding the pretesting and reconceptfualizing
the concept of indoctrination, four graduate students were
selected to act as the final coding judges.
science majors,

All were social

One was majoring in psychology, one in

geography, and two in political science.

The group consis-

ted of two women and two men; the age of the coders ranged
from twenty-two to twenty-eight 1ears old.

All were inner-

ci ty dwellers and generally speaking, at least marginal members of the middle class.

These coding judges were not

chosen at random, but rather because they were acquaintances
of the writer.

However, the particulars of this research was

not discussed with any of the coding judges prior to the time
of the test.
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Each of the 189 unitized aims was typed in upper and
lower case letters on a standard, white, three by five inch

index card.

A five page list of instructions was given to

each coding judge.

These instructions are available in

appendix E.
Extraneous variables were minimized as much as possible.
This was accomplished by approximating, as far as possible,
an identical testing situation for all of the coding judges.
Quiet, well-lit rooms at Portland State University were used.
Class scheduling prevented the use of the same room for

~11

of the tests, but the actual rooms selected were very similar
in nature.

In addition, as mentioned previously all coding

judges were given the same instruction sheet.
Prior to the commencement of the scaling process, the
coding judges were asked to read completely the written instruction.

Any questions arising from the first reading were

answered before the testing actually began.

Verbally, it

was suggested that the judge begin by dividing the universe
into the "skill promotion11 ,
promotion".

"knowledge promotion", and "value

Once this hierarchy of aims was established, the

judge would be free to refine these broad classifications into the finer distinctions allowed by the Q-sort method.

These

verbal instructions were in compliance with the written instruction.

In addition, each judge was informed that he or

she could take as long as needed to sort the cards.

The

judges were informed that they could stop and relax, or speak
to the tester.

However, no discussion of coding was permitted
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after the conunencement of the testing.

The actual time taken

to complete the coding ranged from about forty-five to sev-

enty-five minutes.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After the scaling process was complete for all four of
the coding judges, the reliability between the judges was
computed.

This

11

category reliability" is a result of defin-

ing and formulating categories

11

ror which the empirical evi-

dence is clear enough so that competent judges will agree
on which items of a certain population belong in a category
and which do not. 111

In the present case, this meant that

there. must be reasonable close agreement between judges in
scaling the aims.

Ir this agreement between judges was in-

sufficient, the results of the study would

be meaning~ess.

The degree of agreement between each or the judges
was determined by computing an "inter-judge correlation."
Only two judges can be compared at a time with this statistic.

As a result there were six possible correlations be-

tween the four coding judges (judges 1•2, 1•3, 1-4, 2-3,

2-4, 3-4).

This correlation was computed for each possible

pair of the judges with the following formula as provided
by North: r
1 - d 2 ip • The numerator of the equation is

=

K

equal to the total sum of the squared differences between
any two judges.
follows:

The denominator is described by North as
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K, the constant, is a function both of the prescribed
distribution and of the ' total number of unit-statements which are scaled. X values refer to the number
of statements prescribed for the designated category.
Y values represent the number defining the rank of

the category.2
To determine the value of the

constant~

K, the following form-

ula is given by North:

K

.
2
= x1<Y1-Y9>

+ x2<Y2-Ya>

2

+ x3<Y3-Y7>

2

+ x4<Y4-Y6)

2

The inter-judge correlation ranges from between -1.0 ,
to +1.0, with values above zero indicating a greater degree
of agreement than expected purely at random.

In order to

permit the utilization of the results, it has been recommen•
ded that an inter-judge correlation of +0.70 or above is
sufficiently high.3

Translated to the Q-aort scale, the

+0.70 correlation means that the average disagreement is
approximately

1.5

categories per unitized aim.

The inter-judge correlations were computed
four coding judges.

for the

The results are indicated in Table IV.
TABLE IV

INTER-JUDGE CORRELATIONS
Jud~es

I

1

4

I

.714

.111

3

I

.914

.803

2

I

.830

2

.696

With the exception of one correlation, all of the results
were above the +0.70 mark.

Even the relationship between

judges three and four was so close to the +0.70 level
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(0.696), that it was felt that sufficient agreement between

those particular coding judges was present.
When utilizing a consensus of judgments as was done in

this study, it is possible to compute one composite reliability from all of the inter-judge correlations.

This sta-

tistic provides a summary of the information regarding agreement among the judges.
ranges from +1 to -1.

Like the inter-judge correlation, it
However, what constitutes suf'ficient

agreement is always higher.

To compute the composite reli-

ability, the following formula was utilized with N equal to
the number of judges participating in the consensus:
r

.

=

composite ··

N

(average inter-judge co!'relation)

-

- - -~~· ~.

-.

1 + (CN-1) (av. inter-judge correlation)]

For this study, the composite reliability for the four
judges was equal.to .933.

+a.Bo

"•

• .a composite reliability of
is adequate to secure the reliability of the data for

anlysis. 11 4 As a result , both the inter-judge correlations
and the composite correlation suggest that sufficient agreement existed between judges to permit the use of the scaled
data for analysis.
To further test agreement among the judges, the Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks was used.

The

Friedman is a non-parametric test, a necessary concomitant
of working with ranked ordinal data such as in this study.
In order to calculate this statistic, the mean categoryvalue for each judge for both general aims and social studies
aims was

computed.

"The category-values derived from the

Bo
scalinG process are assigned as attributes to the unit-statements

~1ich

have been scaled.

The mean of the series of

judgments on a particular unit-statement is used."5
To illustrate, if unit-statement number three is placed
in category four by one judge, in category five by two judges
and in category six by the fourth judge, the mean is derived
by the sum of the categories divided by the number of judgments.

Statement number three is therefore given the cate-

gory-value of twenty divided by four, or

5.o.

The simple

formula below was utilized for this computation.
V •.

1J

=

~(de)
N

vij equals the degree of intensity of indoctrination and is
the category-value.

The descriptive-connective, de, is the

category from one to nine into which each aim was placed.
N is equal to the number of juqgments made.
Tables V and VI contain the mean category-values for•
the study.

Table V displays the values for social study

aims while Table VI the mean category-values for general
aims.

For both tables, vertical columns represent the four

judges and the horizontal rows are indicative of the series
of years under analysis.
From reading Table V, and studying the horizontal rows
for any of the years, a cursory examination seems to indicate
that the mean category-values were very similar between the
judges.

This would tend to indicate agreement.

Using these

figures, the Friedman's Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks
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111 ABLE V

MEAN CATEGORY-VALUE0 !''OR SOCIAL SIJ.'UDIES AI MS
Judge 1

Judge 2

Judge 3

Judge 4

4.00

4.67

197_

4.11

- 4.00

1966

3. 21

3 .11

3.32

3.11

1955

5.72

6.oo

5.53

S.81

1947

2. 7:;

3.33

3.00

3.17

TABLE VI
MEAN CATEGOHY-VALUES FOR GENERAL AIMS
Judge 1

Judge 3

Judge

4.88

4.82

4.82

4.88

1966

I
I

s .24

s.08

5.28

5.31

1955

I

6.18

6.18

6.27

5.50

1975

1as

Judge 2

4

next · employed to test the following hypotheses:
Ho:

There is no significant difference in judgment between
the four coders on the gen~ral aims to education.

Ha:

There is a significant difference in judgment between
the four coders on the general aims to education.

Assumptions: (1) the experiment has been blocked
(2) the data is continuous
(3) ~qual sample sizes
Ranks (using the data from Table VI):

Years
of
Gen. Aims

1975
1966
1955

R.=j
J

Test:

Judge 1

Judge 2

Judge 3

3.5
2.0
2.5

1.5
1.0

1.5
3.0
4.0

3.S
4.0
1.0

8.5

8.5

8.o

2.s
s.o

-

Judge

-

4

Friedman's Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks;

13?

N = J(number of rows: years)
k = 4(nurnber of columns:
Hj = sum of t h e ranks of the jth column
judges)
Test Statistic:

x2

!

= --• 1f ·'

r

x r2 --

(:RJ.)2 -

3N(~ ... 1)

j•1

1. 7

x; being 1.7 with
k~4,
N=3 = .727

the probability of
Level of significance: .05
Decision rule:
Conclusion:

If p

~.05,

reject Ho; if p>.05, do not reject Ho.

Since • 727 ::> .05, do not reject Ho.
There is no significant difference in the
judgments made by the four coders on the
general instructional aims for Oregon's Secondary Schools. Therefore, the data suggests
agreement between judges.

Ho:

There is no significant difference in judgment between
the four coders on the social studies aims to education.

Ha:

There is a significant difference in judgment between
the four coders on the social studies aims to education.

Assumptions:
Ranks:

same as above.

(using the data from Table V)

udge 1
Years Of 197~ 3.0
Soc. Stu. 196
3.0
2.0
Aims
195
1941 1.0
9.0
.R.=
J
Test:

Judge 2
1.5

1.5

Judge 3

1,5

4.0
!t· 0

4.0
1.0
2.0

11.0

8.5

Judge
ljO. ~f

4

1.5
3.0

3.0
11.5

Friedman's Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks;
N 4 (number of rows; years) k
4 (number of
columns: judges) R. =sum of the ranks in the jth
column.
J

=

=

'rest Statistic:

same as above.
2

the p. of xr
equals .90.
Level of Significance

= .o.5.

=

xr2 = .975 ·
.975 with k

= 4,

N

=4
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Decision Rule:
Conclusion:

same as above.

Since .90 )" .05, Do not reject Ho.
There is no significant difference in the judgments made by the four coders on the social
studies instructional aims for Oregon's Secondary Schools.

Like the general instructional aims, there is also no
significant difference in the judgments made by the four coders
on the social studies instructional aims for Oregon's secondary
schools.

This, coupled with the inter-judge correlations and

the composite reliability seemed to indicate sufficient agreement to permit analysis of the coded data.
The following graph illustrates the dynamic nature of
instructional aims in Oregon during the test period.

The fixed

points for each year were computed by extracting the mean score
for all of the category-values.

Thus the values expressed on

the vertical axis represent the average category-value; the
horizontal axis indicates the particular year.

The lines on the

graph plot the average of the category-values for both · social
studies and general instructional aims.

A third line illustrates

the midpoint between social studies and general aims.
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Because of the nature of the subject matter under consideration, it was originally thought that social studies aims
might contain a higher degree of indoctrination than found in
the general instructional aims for the same time period.

It was

with this idea in mind that they were included in the study for
analysis.

In contrast to this hypothesis, however, visual exami-

nation of the above graph (Figure 2) suggested that the general
aims received higher category-values than did the social studies.
This might have meant that general aims had a more indoctrinative
content than did social studies aims.
To test whether there was any significant difference between
the general and social studies aims, the Mann-Whitney U-Test was
employed.

The Mann-Whitney U-Test is especially useful with small

samples such as was the case with this study.

This test is a

non-parametric alternative to the t-test, and was used to compare the general and social studies aims on the single criterion
of indoctrination.

To compute the Mann-Whitney U-Test, the means

of the category-values were separated by year and by subject area.
These figures are displayed in the following table.

TABLE VII
MEAN CATEGORY-VALUES FOR SOCIAL STUDY AND GENERAL AIMS
Soc. Stu.

Ho:

1cns

4.194

1 96(,

3. H.H~

1955
1947

5.763
3.062

General

4.e53
.s .230
6.034

-----

There is no significant difference in the ranks between
general and social studies aims.

Be:;

Ha:

There is a significant difference in the ranks between
general and social studies aims.

Assumptions:

the data is on at least an ordinal scale

1)

2) the data is continuously distributed.

Ranks:

(using the data from Table VII)
General

Soc. Stu.
1975
1966
1955

1947
~Ra

Test:

3.0

4.0

2.0
6.0
1.0

7.0

s.o

• 12.0

~Rb

= 16.0

Mann-Whitney U-Test; na • 4 (number of social studies
ranks), nh • 3 (number of general aims ranks),
N
na + fib • 7

=

Test Statistic:

the U statistic is the smaller of Ua or Ub

Ua • n a nb +
Ub • n ab
n +

nb (nb + 1)
2
(n

n
a

2

Level of Significance:
Decision Rule:
Conclusion:

if

+ 1)
a

.05,

U~O,

-

ua = 2.0

~Rb

-· ~ Ra

ub

= 10.0

two-tailed test

Reject Ho;

if U>O, Do not

?~eject

Since 2 > o, do not reject Ho. There is no
significant difference between social studies
and general aims. It appears that the small
difference seen on the graph in Figure 2 is
insignificant.

There seems to be no evidence from the data to suggest
any difference in the degree of indoctrination of social studies
or general instructional aims for Oregon's secondary schools.
These results may lend credence to another hypothesis that instructional aims, regardless of subject category (social studies
or general aims), tend to be closely related in degree of indoc-

Ho.

trination in each year examined.
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Looking at the graph ln Figure 2

seems to indicate this very point.
To test the main hypothesis of this study, the Friedman

Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks was utilized to indicate
significant differences between the years selected for analysis.
The main hypothesis as stated previously was that instructional
aims have become less indoctrinative during the test period.

The

first method of examining this question statistically was an
analysis of the general instructional aims during the years of

1975, 1966 and 1955.
Ho:

There is no significant difference between general instructional aims for 1975, 1966 and 1955.

Ha:

There is a significant difference between general instructional aims for 1975, 1966 and 1955 .

Assumptions:

Ranks:

1) the ex~eriment has been blocked
2) the data is continuous
3) equal sample sizes

(using the data from Table VI)
I

Judge
Judge
Judge
Judge

R.

J

Test:

1

1

1
2

1.0

3
4

1.0
1.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

3.0
3.0

=

4.0

8.o

12.0

1.0

3.0
3.0

Friedman's Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks;
N
4 (number of rows: judges) k
3 (number of
columns: years) Rj
sum of the ranks in jth column.

=

Test Statistic:

=

=

x2
r

=

12
Nk (k+1)

~

j=

1

{R.)2 _JN (k+ 1 )
J

xr2 -- R.o
the p. of X~

= B.o

with

N=4, k=3 equals .0046
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Level of Significanc e:

if p ~ .ol), reject Ho; if p
reject Ho.

Decision Rule:
Conclusion:

.05
~

.05, do not

Since .0046 -<:.05, rejeet Ho. There is a significant difference between the general instructional aims for 1975, 1966 and 1955.

The data suggests that there is a significant difference
in general instructional aims at least between the years of 1975
and 1955.

There was no further testing that could be done to

decide if 1966 and 1955 or 1966 and 1975 were significantly different.

The available Fried.man's tables will only deal . with Jthree

or more columns.

Because

th~re

is a significant difference be-

tween 1955 and 1975, the data does, however, suggest a trend
toward less indoctrination over this twenty year

peri~d.

Looking at the social studies aims from the years 1947,

1955, 1966 and 1975, the Fried.man non-parametric test .was again
used to help decide if there is a significant difference between
these years.
Ho:

There is no significant difference between social studies aims for 1975, 1966, 1955 and 1947.

Ha:

There is a significant difference between social studies
aims for 1975, 1966, 1955 and 1947.

Assumptions:
Ranks:

same as above.

(using the data from Table V)

Judge
Judge
Judge
Judge

R.

J

1212

1966

1

3.0

2.0

2
3
4

J.O

1l0

3.0

2.0

3.0

1.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

=

12.0

6.0

16.0

19
4.0

1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0

6.o
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'l'est:

Friedman's 'l'wo-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks;
N
l~ (number of rows: judges)
k = 4 (number of columns: years) Rj = the sum of the ranks in jth column.

=

Test Statistic:

xr2

same as above.
the p. of

= 10.8

x; = 10.8 with k:a4,

N=4 equals .0016

Level of Significance: .05
Decision Rule:
Conclusion:

same as above.

Since .0016 ~ .05, reject Ho. There is a significant difference between the social studies
ali.ms at least for 1955 and the two lowest ranked
years: 1966 and 1947.

The data suggests that there is a significant difference
between these four years of social studies instructional aims.
Since 1947 and 1966 have equal sums of ranks, it was assumed that
at least the aims from 1947 and 1966 were significantly different
-. from 1955 which possessed the aims with the highest sum of ranks.
Therefore, a further test was conducted on the three years with
the lower sums of ranks (1975, 1966, 1947) to discover if there
was an additional significant difference between these three
years.
Ho:

There is no significant difference between social
studies aims for 1975, 1966 and 1947.

Ha:

rrhere is a significant difference ·between social
studies aims for 1975, 1966 and 1947.

Assumptions:
Hanks:

same as above.

(using the data from Table V)
I

J'udge
Judge
Judge
Judge

-

R.

J

1975

1966

1947

2.0

2
3
4

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

1.0
2\0
1.0

1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0

=

12.0

6.0

6.0

1
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rr1es t:

F'riedman Is 'l 'wo-\fay Analysis of Variance by Ranks;
N 4 (numbe r of rows: judges) k
3 (number of columns: years) Rj = sum of the ranks in the jth column.

=

=

Test Statistic:

x;

same as above.

x; ~ 6.o with H
Level of Significance: .05
p. of

Decision Rule:

a

= 4,

6.o
k

s

3 equals .069

I

same as above.

Since .069 > !.05, do not reject Ho. There is
no significant difference in social studies
aims for 1975, 1966 and 1947.

Coillclusion:

There was no significant difference between the social
'

studies aims of 1975, 1966 and' 1947.

The data therefore tends

to confirm the conclusion that the 19S5 social studies aims of
Oregon's secondary schools were significantly higher than the
other three years studied, but there was not sufficient evidence
of a difference between 1975 and 1966 to support the proposition
that there was a downward trend in the degree of indoctrination
over that decade.
In sunnnary, the Friedman and Mann·Whitney.
ted

~u

teats have rejec-

the hypotheaes that instructional aims were more indoctrina-

ti ve for• social studies than f :or general categories, and that

indoctrination has gradually declined during the test period.
Although it is granted that only certain years were studied and
therefore the results may

hav~

varied with the selection of alter-

1

nate years, it is contended that these results are probably
reasonably accurate in descritiing
the actual trend of indoctrina,
I

tion in the aims.

I

Translating these statistics, the balance between "skill",
11

1mowledge 11 and

11

value 11 promo11ion has probably remained, with

90

the exception of 19S5 , reasonably unchanged.

The particular case

of 1955 probably can be explained by the McCarthyism phenomenon.
However, in

~1 e

lon g term trend, the data seems to lend conviction

to the idea that the balance between aiming to create individuals
with "open belief systems" and "closed belief' systems" has remained on the whole, constant.
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1 Robert c. North, Ole H. Holsti, M. George Zaninovich and
Dina A. Zinnes, Content Anallsis (Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 19 J ), p. 63.
2 Ibid.
Jibid., p.
4Ibid.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of this thesis generally was to examine,
indirectly, indoctrination in the public schools of Oregon.
Specifically, the main hypothesis to be tested was that the
schools have become less indoctrinative during the test period.

Indoctrination was .operationally defined as "a system of

aims expressed by an authority for the purpose of guiding
and channelling ideological development".

The focus was on

the intention to indoctrinate rather than on the actual reof the process.

su~ts

The concept of ideology received close attention because of its link with indoctrination.

It was conceptualized

as existing on a continuum with "open beliefs" at one extreme
and "closed beliefs" at the other.

Ideology was defined as

"a set of internalized attitudes, values, and beliefs which
tend to exhibit constraint."
belief

s~ructures

Both the "open" and "closed"

were assumed to fit this definition.

A least-to-most scale for indoctrination was devised
Aims promoting an "open belief structure" were defined as less
indoctrinative than those which promoted a "closed belief
structure".

The categories of skill, knowledge, and value

promotion were devised to aid in the scaling process.
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.Lhe data utilized consisted of instructional aims
published by the State Board of Education.

The years 1947,

1955, 1966, and 1975 were selected to test the declining indoctrination hypothesis.

The data was analyzed by a panel

of judges utilizing the Q-sort technique.

Agreement between

judges was sufficient for analysis.
With the exception of 1955, the results indicated no
significant differences at the .05 level.

The differences be-

tween the scores for 1947, 1966, and 1975 were so small that
they were probably due to randomness.

The scores in question

were the means for the category-values in each year.

This in-

dicates that the coding judges ranked the universes of aims
for 1947, 1966, and 1975 as about equal with each other in
strength of indoctrination.
In 1955 there was a significant difference at the .05
This suggests that the probability was 95 out of 100

level.

that the observed difference in the 1955 score was not due
to randomness.

This implies that the difference between the

means of the category-values for 1955 and the other years
was suf'ficiently large so that it was unlikely to occur at
random.

In other words, the coding judges scored 1955 aims

different in degree of indoctrination than other years.
To determine if

1955

was rated higher or lower in in-

doctrination than the other years, all that is required is
a visual check of the category-values.

Since the 1955 aims

had the highest values, it may be inferred that the coding
judges scaled this set higher in indoctrination then the
other years of aims.

This was the 8BSe hecause the

hi~h
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numbers on the Q-sort scale represented greater degrees of
indoctrination, and the category-value assigned to each aim
corresponds to this scale.
The findings indicated rejection of the declining
indoctrination hypothesis.

If this hypothesis were to be

confirmed, two conditions would be necessary.

l•'irs t, the

difference between the means of the category-values would
all have to be significant at the

.05

level.

Second, these

values would have to be arranged in decending order, with

1947 possessing the highest value, 1975 the lowest, and 1955
and 1966 following the diagonal trend line.
The actual results differed greatly from this model.
'l'hree of the years studied, as explained previously, did not
indicate even significant differences in their mean categoryvalue scores.

This implies a horizontal line with one peak

representing the higher indoctrinative mean category-value
of 1955.
This differs greatly from the model proposed to confirm
the hypothesis.

As a result, the declining indoctrination

hypothesis was rejected.
Beyond the rejection of the declining indoctrination
hypothesis, the data does suggest two ideas.

As stated be-

fore, 1955 was higher in indoctrination, probably as a
result of McCarthyism.

Secondly, the closeness of mean

category values for 1947, 1966 and 1975 may tend to indicate
some stability in indoctrination, with 1955 as an atypical
case.
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ln conclusion, the State Board of Education in Oregon is
responsible by law for creating prescriptive aims.
been measured is the relative strength of the
aims against the "what to believe" aims.

11

What has

how to think"

Although many of

the relatively stronger prescriptions of "what to believe"
have ebbed since 1955, the State Board continues to function
as a prescriber.

This fact alone has impact for indoctrination.

As one pedagogist noted as far back as 1938:
To prescribe what people are to believe is, in
essence, the principle of dictatorship • • •
ln other words, education becomes a mean for
developing the younger generation according to
a predetermined model. The essential feature
• • • is not changed by the claim that it is a
means for preserving democracy.1
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APPENDIX A
lNSTRUCTIONAL AIMS AS PRES.h:N'l'ED IN OHEGON STA'l'E
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION PUBLICATiONS

From A Guide to the Program of Studies in High Schools of
Oregon, 1947.
Social Studies Aims
1.

To help pupils to acquire
which will enable them to
and social understandings
tion better as members of

an inf'ormational background
arrive at logical conclusions,
which will enable them to funcsociety.

2.

To assist pupils in developing certai.n aliili t,i os and
habits of work such as:
a. The ability to locate needed information
b. The ability to read and comprehend this informati on
c. The ability to evaluate sources of information--distinguishing between original sources and secondary authorities, and reliable and unreliable sources
d. The ability to apply information to the solution of
problems
e. The ability to approach controversial issues objectively, employing known fact rather than prejudice
f. The ability to see and demonstrate the significan~e
of cause and effect
g. The ability to think straight in time historically and
space geographically
h. The ability to work cooperatively with others

J.

To help pupils apply what they learn to personal and current human situations. When this cannot be done, the
significance of what has been studied is open to sflrious
question.

From A Guide to Secondary Education in Oregon,

1952-57

General Aims
1.

Attain the highest type of patriotism through a deep and
abiding love for our country, loyalty to its institutions
and ideas, and a compelling desire to keep them inviolate.

2.

Develop an understanding of thP- basic principles of A~er
ican Democracy which include the worth of the individual,
justice, and fair dealing.

J.

Strive toward the ideals of' American citizenship and 1.'level-
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op a world outlook and a feeling of personal responsibility as a world citizen.
L~.

Develop an understanding that all citizens of the United
States should enjoy the same privi.1eges and assume tLe
same responsibilities of citizenship 1•egardless of race,

national origin, or creed.
r' .
::>

Develop an understanding of the cnncept that free enterprise is the keystone to our economic structure.

6.

Recognize his potentialities and evolve a plan of d~vel
oprnent in keeping with his capacities, needs, and interests.

7.

Make full use of his mental powers through broad, deep,
clear thinking, and through the exercise of his creative
abilities.

8.

Develop maximum facility in the use of language and in
the understanding and interpretation of basic areas of
knowledge.

9.

Enjoy good health, proper posture, and physical fitness
through developing and maintaining them at a high level.

1 o.

Equip himself through general and special education for
earning a satisfactory and happy living in a vocation for
which he is naturally well fitted.

11 •

Develop an understanding of high moral and spiritual ideals
and apply them to daily living.

12.

Prepare himself for use of leisure time through appreciation of beauty in literature, music, and art, and through
skill in recreational activities.

1 J.

Develop his personality for harmonious living with himself
and others through honest, unselfish, and unstinted service.

14.

Prepare himself for the responsibilities and privileges
of family life and for contribution to the welfare of t~
community.

15.

Develop the ability and desire to evaluate his own behavior in relation the the immediate social group in which
he moves, and to the inter-groups of our nation and the
world, with a view to bringing about individual and social
adjustment.
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F'rom Guide to Secondary Education in Oregon, ·1c;;)r;
Minimum Skills
1.

Ability to interpret printed, pictured, and audi.o-vlsual
materials, including books, speeches, newspapers, radjo

and television broadcasts, films, magazines, maps, charts,

globes, and other graphic materials
2.

Ability to identify and determine means of solving problems--think critically; slf I:; and WE:Ji gh e v i df, nc e ; <..l'i ~' 1:, .i ::-ig u i;3Jl l.> t,~ twenn fact and opinion; compare, contrast, Sl.l1Tllllar-

ize, and draw inferences in harmony with the evidence and
the underlying conditions

3.

Ability to use correctly works
political significance

4.

Ability to use library and other community resources in
the pursuit of knowledge both for pleasure and utility

5.

Ability to identify correctly people,
tions in time, place, and importance

6.

Ability to participate in democratic group activity in
classroom and school both as leader and follower

of social, economic, and

~vents,

arid institu-

Developed Understandings
1.

A fundamental principle of democracy is respect for the
dignity of each and every human being regardless of race,
religion, culture, inheritance, or social and economic
status.

2.

The progress from a simple agrarian society to a complex
industrial pattern, including the impact of technology, has
increased the dependence and interdependence of man.'

3.

People of all ages, races, religions, and nations have
contributed to the advancement of human welfare and world
progress.

4.

There is an underlying spiritual unity in the world; its
manifestations within different cultures are only variations.

5.

Variations in culture pattern should be judged on merit
alone and not on superiority-inferiority prejudices.

6.

The importance of a knowledge of the past, and particularly of our men of character, their deeds nnd words, as they
are recorded in the great documents, is essential to the
development of good citizenship.
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7.

All citizens of the United States should enjoy equal opportunity and thus all should assume the obligations of citizenship as well.

8.

Our economic principles, including the right of the individual to invest his services or capital for profit, contribute to the national well-being; consequently, a knowledge of these principles is essential.

9.

The exercise of free enterprise springs from the principle
of individual freedom of opportunity;perversion of this
keystone of the American economic structure through emphasis on statism or other forms of collectivism should neither be permitted nor tolerated.

Appropriate Attitudes
1.

Loyalty to American ideals and pride in our heritage--the
highest type of true patriotism to our country

2.

Loyalty to our governmental institutions which embody
American principles and ideals and a compelling desir>e to
keep them inviolate.

J.

Respect for law and for legally constituted authority

4.
S.

High regard for that which is honest and honorable
Acceptance of responsibility as a citizen with concern for
the civic welfare

6.

Awareness of the strength of spiritual values, as voiced in
the great religions of the world

7.

Respect for judgments and opinions shaped by experience
and maturity

8.

Readiness, when necessary, to suspend judgment; to recognize and discount prejudices; to actively combat all forms
of discrimination

9.

Awareness of the universal appeal of the arts and the satisfaction to be derived from them

10.

Sympathy for the problems of others and intelligent direction of individual personal problems

11.

Respect for property rights, both personal and community

12.

Respect for all kinds of work and appreciation of a job
well done
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F'r·m11 Guide t o Sec ondary Educ a ti on in Oregon, 1966

Citizenship. The good citizen knows his country--its people,
its history, its geography, the structure and function of its
government, and its internal and external problems. He unde~
stands the fundamental p rinci p les of American democracy--political, economic, social, moral, and spiritual.
He is loyal to American ideals, is proud of his heritage,
respects constituted authority, has concern for the welfare
of his country and of his fellow men at home and abroad, and
seeks ways to increase world cooperation towards a just and
lasting peace.
He participates in the life of his community and nation
by exercising his rights and assuming his responsibilities as

a member of a free and self-governing society, and he strives
to improve it.

Basic Skills of Communication. The effec t ive c i t i :1.en L a s , +, , )
the extent of his abilitY:- achieved proficiency in use of the
basic tools of learning. He recognizes that communication is
fundamental to intellectual development and has acquired skill
in receiving ideas through reading, listening, and observing
and in expressing them through writing and speaking. He understands the use of symbols from other fields such as mathematics, science, music, and the visual arts and may have extended his range of communication by mastering other languages.
He reco gnizes that learning is continuous throughout
life.
He employs the basic skills efficiently to gather, organize, and disseminate information, to think critically, to
s o lve problems, and to gain enjoyment. He uses the skills
and understandings to acquire knowledge and to participate in
individual and group activities.
Heal th. 'l'he educated person knows the structure and functions
of h is body, is aware of hazards to his own and his community 's
well-being, ard. knows desirable mental and physical health
p ra c tices. His health practices are based upon factual information. He understands the role of health services in the
welfare of the community and the importance of good health to
h imslef and others. He understands the interrelationship of
mental and physical health.
He finds satisfaction in developing and maintaining good
health h abits and attitudes. He regards physical and mental
fitness as a p ersonal obligation as a family member and as a
. + •

c 1~1zen.
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He practices safety and applies health knowled ge in
daily living, and supports efforts to safeguard and improve
the health of the community.
Family Life. The effective family member has knowledge and
skills which result in the wise use of money, time, and energy; the provision of adequate food, clothing, and shelter;
the care, training, and guidance of children; and constructive interrelationships among members of the family and with
the community.
He recognizes the family as the basic institution of
our society, and also its changing role in our contemporary
society. He has an appreciation, respect, loyalty, and a
sense of responsibility for his own home.
He maintains affectionate home relationships. He provides an adequate and secure home within his means. He accepts his share of the duties and responsibilities for maintaining satisfactory personal and family relationships.
~conomic Life.
The educated person has a knowledge of our
natural and human resources and of the necessity for their
wise use and conservation. He understands the workings of the
economic system in our society and he has some comprehension
of other systems. He recognizes that the abundance of goods
and services he enjoys as a consumer is largely a result of
the high productivity of a free enterprise system.

He accepts the necessity for controls that will help
insure a fair distribution of the products of the economy.
He appreciates the value of labor and feels satisfaction in
doing well any task he undertakes.
He acquires the skills and understandings that will
provide a foundation for vocational success. He learns about
occupational opportunities and requirements. He earns his
way in the world; and he secures information that enables
him to consume goods and services wisely.
Moral and Spiritual Values. The educated person has gained an
insight into moral and spiritual values. He knows the main
facts of the history of religions and he understands the contributions of the Judea-Christian ethic to Western culture,
and the role of our national ideals. He is familiar with the
significant contributions of literature, art, music, science,
and other fields of learning to moral and spiritual growth.
He seeks support in a faith that upholds the virtues of
goodness and moralit y and which exp la i ns and reconciles his
relationship to fellow men and the universe. He regards devotion to truth and services to .fe110u men as a hir;h goal among the active outcomes in h is lif e . He places human values
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a bo ve material things.
He is humane and considerate in actions and dealings,
has sympathetic understanding of differences and deviations,
and is respectful of the rights of others. He exhibits personal integrity measured by the accepted values ot the culture. He defends religious liberty and other human freedoms
vigorously and opposes all forms of tyranny over the human
mind. He responds with appreciation, reverence, and reasoned
conduct to the worthy ideals of his country, his faith, and
his culture.
Aesthetic Values. 'l'he educated person has developed sensitivity to aesthetic values. He can discriminate among expressions of artistic and creative aohievement. He understands
fundamental aesthetic principles having to do with expression,
organization of environment, and our art heritage.
He observes, appreciates, and wants to preserve the
things of beauty provided by nature or produced by man.
He incorporates aesthetic principles into his daily living. He supports the endeavors of his community to imporve
the aesthetic life and opportunities of the people.
Social Studies.
Participation in cultural, social, and civic activities
and opportunities for the development of appropriate attitudes and appreciations.
i~
Development of skills unique to the social studies.
i~
Acquisition of social studies facts.
* Mastery of inquiry appropriate to the social studies.
* vevelopment, application, and transfer of concepts and generalizations basic to the social studies.
i~

*

Developing a sense of time and chronology
'l'hinking concretely, abstractly, and creatively
-iz.
Locating and gathering information
* Organizing and evaluating information
~~
Reading, speaking, writing, and listening to social studies
materials
-i~
Interpreting graphic material
~~
Participating democratically
Skills unique to the social studies are:
* Developing a sense time and chronology
* Interp reting graphic material
* Participating democratically
-::·
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From Elementary-Secondary Guide for Oregon Schools, 127 2
General Aims
Each individual will have the opportunity to develop to the
best of his or her ability the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to function as a (an):
INDIVIDUAL: To develop the skills necessary for
achieving fulfillment as a self-directed person;
to acquire the knowledge necessary for achieving
and maintaining physical and mental health and to
develop the capacity for coping with change through
an understanding of the arts, humanities, scientific
processes, and the principles involved in making
moral and ethical choices.
To develop the basic skills of reading,
writing, computation, spelling, speaking, listening, and problem-solving; and to develop a positive
attitude toward learning as a lifelong endeavor.

LEA:RNEa!

PRODUCER: To learn of the variety of occupation;
to learn to appreciate the dignity and value of work
and the. mutual responsibilities of employees and
employers; and to learn to identify personal talents
and interests, to make appropriate career choices,
and to develop career skills.
CITIZEN: To learn to act in a responsible manner;
to learn of the rights and responsibilities of citizens of the community, state, nation, and world;
and to learn to understand, respect and interact with
people of different cultures, generations and races.
CONSUMER: To acquire knowledge and to develop skills
in the management of personal resources necessary
for meeting obligations to self, family, and society.
FAMILY MEMBER: To learn of the rights and responsibilities of family members, and to acquire the skills
and knowledge to strengthen and enjoy family lire.
Social Studies Aims
1.

Develop an awareness of self, reflect on their society's
values and be able to develop and clarlfy a personal set
of values.

2.

Understand generalizations, and interdisciplinary concepts drawn from the various social sciences incluning
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anLhro pology, economics, geography, history, political
science, psychology, sociology, international affairs.

3.

Develop and p ractice a variety of intellectual skills
appropriate to the social studies.

4.

Understand and respect individual and cultural differences and s~nilarities.

5.

Be able to participate in societal activities as individuals and members of groups.

APPENDIX 13
UNITIZED AIMS
Social Studies, 1947
1.

To help pupils to acquire an informational background
which will enable them to arrive at logical conclusions.

2.

To promote social understandings which will enable pupils to function better as members of society.

3.

Develop the ability to locate needed information.

I+.

Develop the ability to read and comprehend information.

S.

Develop the ability to evaluate sources of information
--distinguishing between original sources and secondary authorities and reliable and unreliable sources.

6.

Develop the ability to apply information to the solution of problems.

?.

Develop the ability to approach controversial issues
objectively, employing known fact rather than prejudice.

8.

Develop the ability to see and demonstrate the signifi•
cance of cause and effect.

9.

Develop the ability to think straight in time historically.

10.

Develop the ability to think straight in space geographically.

11.

Develop the ability to work cooperatively with others.

12.

To help pupils apply what they learn to personal and
current human situations.

Social Studies, 1955
1•

Loyalty to American ideals.

?

Pride in our herltage--the highest type of true patriotism to our country.

3.

Abllity to interpret printed, pictured, and audiovisual materials.

L.. •
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4.

Develop the understanding that a fundamental principle
of democracy is respect for the dignity of each and
every human being regardless of race, religion, culture,
inheritance, or social and economic status.

5.

Loyalty to our governmental institutions which embody

American principles and ideals, and a compelling desire
to keep them inviolate.

6.

Ability to identify and determine means of solving problems.

7.

Ability to sift and weigh evidence and think critically.

8.

Ability to distinguish between fact and opinion.

9.

Compare, contrast, summarize, and draw inferences in
harmony with the evidence and the underlying conditions.

10.

Develop the understanding that the progress from a simple agrarian society to a complex industrial pattern,
including the impact of technology, has increased the
dependence and interdependence of man.

11.

Respect for law and for legally constituted authority.

12.

High regard for that which is honest and honorable.

13.

Ability to use correctly words of social, economic, and
political significance.

14.

Develop the understanding that people of all ages,
races, religions, and nations have contributed to the
advancement of human welfare and world progress.

15~

Acceptance of responsibility as a citizen with concern
for the civic welfare.

16.

Awareness of the strength of spiritual values, as voiced
'in the great religions of the world.

17.

Respect for judgments and opinions shaped by experience
and maturity.

18.

Ability to use library and other community resources
in the pursuit of knowledge both for pleasure and utility.

19.

Develop the understanding that there is an underlying
spiritual unity in the world, and its manifestations
within different cultures are only variations.

20.

Develop the understanding that variations in culture
pattern should be judged on merit alone and not on superiority-inferiority prejudices.
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21.

Read i. ness, when necessary, to sus pend ,judgment.

22.

To recognize and discount prejud j_c es.

23.

To actively combat all forms of dis criminat i on.

24.

Ability to identify correctly people, events, and institutions in time, place, and importance.

25.

Awareness of the universal appeal of the arts and the
satisfaction to be derived from them.

26.

Ability to participate in democratic group activity in
classroom and school both as leader and follower.

27.

Develop the understanding that all citizens of the
United States should enjoy equal opportunity and thus
all should assume the obligations of c i tizenship as well.

28.

Develop the understanding that our economic princ i ples,
including the right of the individual to invest his services or capital for profit, contribute to the national
well-being.

29.

A knowledge of our economic principles is essential.

30.

Sympathy for the problems of others.

31.

Intelligent direction of individual personal problems.

32.

Respect for property rights, both personal and community.

33.

Respect for all kinds of work.

34.
JS.

Appreciation of a job well done.

36.

Develop the understanding that free enterprise springs
from the principle of individual freedom cf opportunity.
Develop the understanding that perversion of this keystone of the American economic structure (free enterprise) through emphasis on statism or other forms of
collectivism should nelther be permitted nor tolerated.

General Aims, 1955
1.

Attain the highest type of patriotism through a deep
and abiding love for our country.

2.

Loyalty to American institutions and idAals.

3.

Promote a compelling desire to kee p Ameri c an i nstitu-
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tions and ideals inviolate.

4.

Develop an understanding of the basic principles of
American Democracy which include the worth of the individual, justice, and fair dealing.

5.

Strive toward the ideals of American citizenship.

6.

Develop a world outlook.

7.

Develop a feeling of personal responsibility as a world
citizen.

8.

Develop an understanding that all citizens of the United
States should enjoy the same privileges and assume the
same responsibilities of citizenship regardless of race ,
national origin, or creed.

9.

Develop an understanding of the concept that free enterprise is the keystone to our economic structure.

10.

Make full use of his mental powers thr>ough broad, deep,
clear thinking.

11.

Develop maximum facility in the use of language.

12.

Develop maximum facility in the understanding and interpretation of basic areas of knowledge.

13.

En.joy good health, proper posture, and physical fitness
through developing and maintaining them at a high level.

14.

Equip the student through general and special education
for earning a satisfactory and happy living in a vocation for which he is naturally well fitted.

15.

Develop an understanding of high moral and spiritual
ideals.

16.

Apply high moral and spiritual ideals to daily living.

17.

Prepare the student for use of leisure time through appreciation of beauty in literature, music, and art.

18.

Prepare the student for use of leisure time through
skill in recreational activities.

19.

Develop the student's personality for harmonious living
with himself and others through honest, unselfish, and
unstinted service.

20.

Prepare the student for the responsibilities and privileges of family life.
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21.

Pr epa re th e sta dent to c ontri bute to the welfare of the
community.

22 .

Devel op the ability and desire to evaluate the students
own behavior in relation to the immediate social group

in which he moves, and to the intergroups of our nation
and the world with a view to bringing about individual
and social adjustment.

Social Studies, 1966
1.

Participati on in cultural, soci a l , and civic activities.

2.

Provide opportunities for the development of appropriate
attitudes and appreciations.

J.

Acquisition of social studies facts.

4.

Mastery of inquiry appropriate to the social studies.

S.

Development of concepts and generalizations basic to the
social studies.

6.

Application of concepts and generalizations basic to
the social studies.

7.

Transfer of c o ncepts and generalizations basic to the
social studies.

8.

Develop a sense of time and chronology.

9.

Thinking concretely, abstractly, and creatively.

10.

Locating information.

11.

Gathering information.

12.

Organizing information.

13.

Evaluating information.

14.

Reading.

15.

Speaking.

16.

Writing.

17.

Listening to social studies materials.

18.

Interpreting graphic material.
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Pa r•t i c i p a ting demo c1·a tic all y .

General Aims, 1966

1.

To know this country--its people, its history, its
geography.

2.

To know the structure and function of American government.

J.

To know the internal and external problems of the country.

4.

To understand the fundamental principles of American
democracy--political, economic, social, moral, and
spiritual.

s.

Develop loyalty to American ideas.

6.

Promote pride in American heritage.

7.

Develop respect for constituted authority.

8.

Promote concern for the welfare of the country.

9.

Promote concern for fellow men at home and abroad.

10.

Promote the seeking of ways to increase world cooperation towards a just and lasting peace.

11.

Develop participation in the life of the community and
nation by exercising the rights and assuming the responsibilities as a member of a free and self-governing
society.

12.

Achieve proficiency in the use of the basic tools of
learning.

1J.

Acquire s k ill in receiving ideas through reading, listening, and ohserving, and in expressing them through
writing and speaking.

14.

Understand the use of symbols from other fields such
as mathematics, science, music, and the visual arts.

15.

I.Jevelop the understanding that learning is continuous
t h roughout life.

16.

Develop basic skills so as to efficiently gather, organize, and disseminate information.

17.

To think critically.
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18.

To solve problems.

19.

Develop the ability to use skills and understandings to
acquire knowledge.

20.

Participate in individual and group activities.

21.

To know the structure and functions of the body.

22.

To know of health hazards to his own and his community's
well-being.

23.

To know desirable mental and physical health practices.

2l~.

To develop heal th practices based upon factual information.

25.

To understand the role of health services in the welfare
of the community.

26.

To understand the importance of good health to oneself
and others.

27.

To understand the interrelationship of mental and physical health.

28.

Promote satisfaction in developing and maintaining good
health habits and attitudes.

29.

Promote physical and mental fitness as a personal obligation as a family member and as a citizen.

JO.

Promote safety and the ability to apply health knowledge
in daily living.

31 •

To deve~ . op e.fforts to safeguard and improve the heal th
of the community.

32.

To develop the knowledge and skills which result in the
wise use of' money, time, and energy.

33.

'l'o develop the knowledge and skills which result in the
provision of adequate food, clothing, and shelter.

34.

To develop the knowledge and skills which result in the
care, training, and guidance of children.

35.

To develop the knowledge and skills which promote constructive interrelationships among members of the family
and with the community.

J6.

To recognize the family as the basic institution of our
society.
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37.

rro recognize the changing role of the family in our con-

temporary society.

38.

To develop an appreciation, respect, loyalty, and a
sense of responsibility for one's own home.

39.

Promote the maintenance of an affectionate home relationship.

40.

To promote the student to provide an adequate and secure
home within his means.

41.

To promote the sharing of the duties and responsibilities for maintaining satisfactory personal and family
relationships.

42.

To develop a knowledge of our natural and human resour•

43.

To develop a knowledge for the wise use and conservation
of our natural and human resources.

44.

To understand the workings of the economic system in
our society.

45.
46.

To promote some comprehension of other economic systems.

ces.

To recognize that the abundance of goods and services
one enjoys as a consumer is largely a result of the high
productivity of a free enterprise system.

47.

To promote acceptance of the necessity for controls
that will help insure a fair distribution of the products of the economy.

48.
49.

Promote the appreciation of the value of labor.
Promote the feeling of satisfaction in doing well any
task one undertakes.

50.

To acquire the skills and understandings that will provide a foundation for vocational success.

51.

To know about occupational opportunities and requirements.

S2 .
53.

To promote earning one's way in the world.

54.

To secure information that enables one to consume goods
and services wisely.
To gain an insight into moral and spiritual values.
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55 .

To know the main facts of the history of religions.

:_;6 .

To under•stand the contributions of the Judea-Christian
ethic to Western culture.

57.

rpo understand the role of our national ideals.

SB.

Familiarity witJ-1 the significant contributions of literatuPe, art, music, science, and other fields of learning to moral and spiritual growth.

59.

To promote the seeking of support in a faith that upholds the virtues of goodness and morality and which
explains and reconciles one's relationship to fellow
men and the universe.

60.

To promote devotion to truth and services to fellow
men as a high goal among the active outcomes in one's
life.

61 •

'ro promote human values above material things.

62.

To promote hwnanness and consideration in actions and
dealings with others.

63.

To promote sympathetic understanding of differences
and deviations of others.

64.

To promote respect for the rights of others.

65.

To develop personal integrity measured by the accepted
values of the culture.

66.

Promote defense of religious liberty and other human
freedoms.

67.

To

68.

Promote appreciation, reverence, and reasoned conduct
to the worthy ideals of country, faith, and culture.

69.

To develop sensitivity to aesthetic values.

70.

To learn to discriminate among expressions of artistic
creative achievement.

71.

To understand the fundamental aesthetic principles having to do with expression, organization of environment,
and our art heritage.

72.

Learn to observe, appreciate and preserve the things
of beauty provided by nature or produced by man.

o~pose

all forms of tyranny over the human mind.
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73.

To incorporate aesthetic principles into daily living.

7Lt•

Promote the support of the endeavors of one's connnuni ty
to imp rove the aesth etic life and opportunities of the
people.

Social Studies, 1966
1.

Participation in cultural, social, and civic activities.

2.

Provide opportunities for the development of appropriate attitudes and appreciations.

J.

Acquisition of social studies facts.

4.
5.

Mastery of inquiry appropriate to the social studies.

6.

Application of concepts and generalizations basic to the
social studies.

7.

Transfer of concepts and generalizations basic to the
social studies.

8.

Develop a sense of time and chronology.

9.

Thinking concretely, abstractly, and creatively.

Development of concepts and generalizations basic to
the social studies.

10.

Locating information.

11.

Gathering information.

12.

Organizing information.

13.

Evaluating information.

14.

Rea.ding.

15.

Sp eaking.

16.

~J riting.

17.

Listening to social studies materials.

18.

Interpreting graphic material.

19 .

Participating democratically.
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~o c ial

Studies, 197S

1.

Develop an awareness of self.

2.

Heflect on their society's values.

J.

Be a ble to develop and clarify a personal set of values.

4.

Understand generalization and interdisciplinary concepts
drawn from the various social sciences.

5.

Develop a variety of intellectual skills appropriate
to the social studies.

6.

Practice a variety of intellectual skills appropriate t o
the social studies.

7.

Understand individual and cultural differences and similarities.

B.

Hespect individual and cultural differences and similarities.

9.

Be able to participate in societal activities as individuals and members of groups.

General Aims, 1975
1.

To develop the skills necessary for acnieving fulfillment as a self-directed person.

2.

To acquire the knowledge necessary for achieving and
maintaining physical and mental health.

3.

To develop the capacity for coping with change through
an understanding of the arts, humanities, scientific
processes, and the principles involved in making moral
and ethical choices.

4.

To develop the basic skills of reading, writing, computation, spelling, speaking, listening, and problemsolving.

5.

~o

6.

To learn of the variety of occupations.

7.

To learn to appreciate the dignity and value of work.

8.

To learn t h e mutual responsibilities of employees and
emp loyers.

develop a positive attitude towards learning as lifelong endeavor.
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9.

'l'o learn to identify personal talents and interests.

10 •• To learn to make appropriate career choices.
11.

To develop career skills.

12.

To learn to act in a responsible manner.

13.

~o learn of the rights and responsibilities of citizens
of the community, state, nation, and world.

14.

To learn to understand, respect and interact with people
of different cultures, generations, and races.

15.

To acquire knowledge and to develop skills in the management of personal resources necessary for meeting ob ligations to self, family, and society.

16.

To learn of the rights and responsibilities of family
members.

17.

'l'o acquire the skills and knowledge to strengthen and
enjoy family life.

APPENDIX C
DELETED INSTRUCTIONAL AIMS
1.

Exercise the student•s creative abilities.

2.

Evolve a plan of development in keeping with his capacities, needs, and interests.

3.

Recognize the student's potentialities.
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APPENDIX E
CODING JUDGE INSTRUCTION SHEET
The purpose

of this study is tn measure t he changing

degrees of indoctrination in Oregon Public Schools during
the last thirty years.

Indoctrination is. defined as a s y s-

tme of aims established by an authority for the purpose of
guiding and channelling the ideological development process
of individuals.

Such aims imply the prescri p tion or p romo-

tion of selected values, attitudes, and beliefs.

The coder's

help is solicited to scale the accompanying sample of instructional aims published by the Oregon State Board of Education.
The first step in this scaling process is to place ea ch aim
in one of three categories.

The categories are "skill pr o-

motion, 11 "knowledge promotion," and "value promotion."
They are defined below.

Please sort the accomp anyin g aims

in the appropriate classification.

Examp les h ave been pro-

vided to ease this process.
Skill Promotion
The content of some instructional aims is orien t ed
towards the development of cognitive and intel1ectual capacities.

That is, the object of the aim is that the individu-

al will be taught a skill which is intended to increase his
ability to utilize knowledge and information.
assumptions must be noted.

'l'wo related

.F'irst, it is assumed that with

such skill development individue.l s wi 1 ; fonn a

l h '.:' r'S <J 1w1

id o-

o l oRy, and will become less suh ject t o s ocializ a t ion hy th e
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State Board of Education.

Secondly and concomitant to the

first asstunption, aims which develop cognitive and intellectual capacities are to be classified at the low end of the

scale.

indoct~ination

Such aims may be thought of as "procedural" because
they are means to the end of developing personal values, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors.

Skill promotion-type aims

tend to allow the individual's ideology to develop independently as personal experience dictates.

Examples of such aims

are as follows:
Develop critical thinking among students.
Promote the ability to sift and weigh evidence, draw
inferences and conclusions.
Learn to locate and organize information, solve problems,
and be objective.
Improve and develop reading, writing, spelling, listening, observing, speaking, evaluating, discussing, thinking, interpreting, etc.
Knowledge Promotion
In addition to skill promotion, "knowledge promotion 11
type aims are asstuned to be necessary to develop cognitive
and intellectual capacities.

The development of such abilities

probably necessitates background information.

For example,

a knowledge of art, history, economics, .etc., is a probable
concomitant to developing cognitive and intellectual capacities.

However, taken as a whole these aims are to occupy a

position on the indoctrination scale higher than skill promotion aims.

The rationale for thls placement is simple:

it is assumed that the mere selection of an area of knowledp:e
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to be studied will have greater impact on the development of
ideology than purely skill-oriented

aim~.

To illustrate, a

knowledge promotion aim such as "to develop a knowledge of
American history" may tend to mold and shape an individual's
beliefs and values to a greater degree than the promotion of
a skill such as "to develop the ability to think critically. 11
This is assumed to· be the case.
Knowledge promotion aims must not dictate what specific
value, belief, attitude, or behavior the individual will adopt.
For example, it is one type of an instructional aim that seeks
"to develop and understanding of the capitalist economic system", and quite another

11

to develop the understanding that

capitalism is the keystone of our economic structure".

Al though

both aims seek to promote a knowledge, the first should be
classified as knowledge promotion and the second not.

Like

skill promotion aims, knowledge promotion aims must be procedural.

The first example would qualify as a procedure for

arriving at a personal conclusion concerning the value of the
capitalist economy.

The second is a conclusive value requir-

ing acceptance of a particular judgment.

Additional examples

of knowledge promotion include the following:
To understand the principles of the American economy.
Develop a knowledge of world history.
Understand aesthetic principles and art theory.
To understand the structure and function of our government.
Develop a knowledge of the history of reli gion.
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Val u e Promo t ion
The conte nt of an aim placed in th is cate gory must be
substantive in nature.

That is, aims are to express a sub-

stantive and conclusive end rather than a means to an end.

In

such cases the State Board of Education determines a priori
the value, belief, attitude, or behavior that each student
will be encouraged to reach.

The basis of such aims may be

related to a social, economic, moral, religious, political,
or philosophic doctrine.

Since these types of aims are as-

sumed to have the greatest impact on ideological development,
they are to be classified at the high end of the indoctrination scale.

Illustrations if idea promotion follow:

Develop patriotism and love of country.
Loyalty to American ideals and governmental institutions.
Promote respect for property rights.
Develop the understanding that free enterprise is the
best economic system.
To promote responsibility and respect for home and family.
Q-sort Method
Q-sort is a method utilizing a nine point scale; it is
desi gned to measure a least-to-most intense expression of the
defined content of a variable.

After the instructional aims

have been classified as skill, knowledge, or idea promotion,
the coder will be asked to scale the accompnying aims on a
least-to-most indoctrination continuum.

Indoctrination will

again be defined as a system of aims established by an authority for the purpose of guiding and channelling the ideological development process of individuals.
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'l'he Q-sort i.s a forced distribution method.

Forced dis-

tribution means that a certain statistically determined percentage of the total number of observations must be placed
in each of the nine categories.

The coder has, in short, a

certain numerical quota to fill in each category.

In this

manner the Q-sort approximates the normal curve with a given
set observations.

It assumes the greater number of units will

man:i:1'est in an average or modal expression rather than at the
extremes.

At the extremes of the least-to-most continuum

only a small percentage of the total number of observations is
assigned.

Movement from either extreme towards the center

of the scale progressively increases this percentage.
11

A

bulge 11 is present at the middle of the scaled distribution.

The coding judges are required to place an equivalent number
of observations in categories one and nine, two and eight, etc.
The scale for coding instructional aims on a least-tomos t indoctrination continuum for the present study is as
follows:
Low

High

INDOC'J.1 RINATION

Category

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Number

9

15

23

30

35

30

23

15

9

'l'he first row of numbers represents the none point Q-sort
categories; the second is the actual number of observations
that are to be placed in each category.

Thus, coding judges

are required to place none instructional ains i n the lowest
indoc tr•ina ti on category (number one) and also nine in the
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highest (number nine).

Fifteen aims should be classified in

the next lowest and highest categories, numbers two and eight
respectively.

This process should be followed until all

categories are filled and all aims exhausted.
Procedural, skill promotion aims are to occupy the low
end of the indoctrination continuum as stated previously.
In the very lowest categories are to be goals such as thinking
critically, solving problems, etc.

Skills such as reading and

writing are to be scaled higher, because it is assumed that
they are necessary for indoctrination to occur.

An individu-

al, for example, may be taught to read so that he may readily
consume propaganda.

Although the basic skill is relatively

free from indoctrination the motive for it may not be.

In

contrast, aims dealing with promoting the development of cognitive and intellectual capacities such as thinking critically and solving problems are to provide the individual with th
ability to develop his own ideology and insulate him from attempts by others to guide and channel individual ideological
development.
Instructional aims classified previously as knowledge
p.romotion are to follow skill-oriented aims on the indoctri-

nation continuum.

Those aims that are more general in nature

are to be c1assified as the lower in indoctrination among
this set.

To illustrate, an aim to "develop a knowledge of

U.S. history" maJI perhaps be coded lower than
knowledge of the U. S . Constitution".
eral than the latter.

11

develop a

The former is more gen-

Both may probably be coded lower than

an aim that would "develop an understanding of the rights and

1 31

responsibilities of U.s.

citizenship'~

which in the opinion

of the writer is of greater specificity.

All of this is based

upon the assumption that to guide and channel ideological development requires a very specific seJ.ection of knowledge to
be promoted.
· In the high categories, value promotion type aims are
to be placed.

It is assumed that the most indoctrinative

aims are usually directed at the maintenance of the economic
and political status quo.

Examples of such aims include

"developing patriotism", "promoting loyalty to present institutional structures and institutions",· "creating respect
for authori ty''i and "emphasizing the virtues of the existing
economic system".

Aims with less importance in maintaining

the status quo are to be rated less indoctrinative.

